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With the development of nonlinear control theories, the idea to apply nonlinear control 
techniques to physical systems has tremendous possibilities and more advantages than linear 
control methods. However, because of the complexity and limitation of nonlinear control theories, 
it is not straightforward to use them in most practical engineering systems. 
The aim of this thesis is to apply nonlinear output regulation theory and nonlinear Hqq 
control laws on practical engineering systems and evaluate the results with numerical simulation. 
The thesis consists of three parts. 
In the first part, we consider the attitude control problem of spacecraft. The problem is 
complex since the mass of the spacecraft may be uncertain and external disturbances exist. We 
will apply the general framework of output regulation to solve this nonlinear control problem. 
Here, the attitude of spacecraft is represented by the unit quaternion instead of Euler an-
gles, or other three-parameter representations of orientation angles because the three-parameter 
representations always exhibit singularities at some spatial orientations. We formulate the unit 
quaternion-based control problem with output regulation theory. The desired angular velocity 
and disturbance are supposed to be produced by some autonomous systems. 
We have obtained a design by overcoming three major obstacles: find a closed-form solu-
tion of the regulator equations and show that the solution of the regulator equations satisfies 
certain required conditions, devise an appropriate nonlinear internal model and form the aug-
mented system composed of the given plant and the internal model, and globally stabilize the 
augmented system. Two cases are studied, respectively. The first case assumes that the system 
is exactly known and the second case takes into account parameter variations of the spacecraft 
model. Controllers are designed to achieve global asymptotic attitude tracking of the desired 
attitude motions while the spacecraft is subject to an external disturbance. The design results 
are evaluated through computer simulations. 
In the second part, we consider the disturbance attenuation problem of aircraft control system 
in severe windshears by approximate continuous-time H^o control law. 
The nonlinear H^o control has been studied by lots of scholars and the problem comes down 
to the solution of Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) equation. Because of the nonlinear nature of 
equation, it is usually impossible to obtain a closed form solution of HJI. In this part, we will 
apply an approximation control law to the practical system to achieve disturbance attenuation. 
The second-order and third-order approximations of the continuous-times nonlinear Hqo con-
trol for aircraft control system in windshears are designed. The control laws are evaluated and 
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compared with the linear Hqo control law by computer simulation. 
In the third part, we consider the disturbance attenuation of the nonlinear benchmark system 
by approximate discrete-time nonlinear Hqq control. Like the continuous-time case, the discrete-
time nonlinear Hoo problem comes down to the solution of the discrete Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs 
(DHJI) equation. Nowadays the approximation control law is the only feasible way in practical 
design because of the same reason raised in the continuous-time case. 
In this part, a third-order approximation of the discrete-time nonlinear H^o control is obtained 
and compared with the linear discrete-time Hqq control law by computer simulation. The third-
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Nowadays linear control techniques have been widely used in practical engineering systems, 
thanks to the maturity of development of linear control theory and the simplicity of applications. 
However, with the improvement of technology and development of society, the requirements on 
engineering objectives are much stricter, which usually are highly nonlinear and coupled. Even 
though the theories of linear systems have provided powerful design and analysis methods, the 
behaviors of the nonlinear engineering systems may be more complex. Neglecting nonlinear 
parts of engineering systems are common technique for linear controller designs, but it also 
brings unpredictable stability and bad performances. Some simple examples in Chapter 1 of [2] 
highlight the shortcomings of applying linear control techniques on nonlinear systems, including 
limitation of linearization, loss of tracking performance and peaking phenomena. 
With the development of nonlinear control theory, more and more nonlinear control tech-
niques are used in practical engineering systems. Compared to linear controllers, nonlinear con-
trollers can achieve better stability, better system behaviors and save energy. Moreover nonlinear 
control techniques can stabilize or tracking some nonlinear systems, but linear control techniques 
fail. However, the pitfalls of nonlinear control techniques are also obvious. The nonlinear con-
troller design is not as systematic as the linear one. For different sj^stems, different nonlinear 
theories may be applied. Due to the complexity of nonlinear theories, the design methods are 
usually difficult and conditionally limited. The success of nonlinear controller design often de-
pends on the satisfaction of strict solvable conditions. That is to say, even though nonlinear 
control theories are self-contained, the applications on physical systems are still challenging. 
Motivated by the desire to overcome this kind of challenges, in this thesis, I would like to ap-
ply nonlinear control techniques on some physical systems. The nonlinear control methods which 
will be used here are separately the general framework of output regulation theorem, approxima-
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tion continuous-time nonlinear Hqq control law, and approximation discrete-time nonlinear Hoo 
control law. This chapter provides the overviews of theoretical backgrounds of these techniques 
and introduces the object engineering systems. 
1.1 Overview of Output Regulation Problem 
The output regulation problem means to design a feedback controller to achieve asymptotic track-
ing for a class of reference inputs and reject a class of disturbance in an uncertain system while 
keeping the closed-loop system stable. Here a classic control problem shown in Figure 1.1. gives 
a close look at the description of output regulation problem. A controller u{t) is designed so 
that the closed-loop system is exponentially stable and the output y{t) of the plant can asymp-
totically track a reference input r � in the presence of the disturbance d{t). The problem can 
be called asymptotic tracking and disturbance rejection problem. When the reference inputs 
and disturbance are assumed to be generated by some autonomous differential equations called 
exosystem, the problem is named as output regulation problem or servomechanism problem. 
d(t) 
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Figure 1.1: Output Regulation Problem. 
When we deal with the output regulation problem for uncertain nonlinear systems with time-
varying reference inputs and disturbance, three important issues [8] need to be paid attention 
on. First, "how to define and guarantee existence of the steady state of the system, and hence 
characterize the solvability of the problem"； Second, "how to handle the plant uncertainties"； 
And third, how to get the global output regulation result, that means to achieve asymptotic 
tracking and disturbance rejection in a nonlinear system with uncertain parameters arbitrarily 
large but bounded, where the initial states of the plant, the exosystem and the controller are 
arbitrarily large. These three questions are entirely different from possible situations in the linear 
output regulation problems and we could not find the clues directly from the linear cases. 
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The idea to solve output regulation problems actually is to convert it to a stabilization 
problem. To tell a nonlinear output regulation problem is solvable or not, first, we need to 
consider the solvability of Regulator Equations. The solution of regulator equations in fact 
characterizes the steady states of the system. If only we could find the steady states of the 
system, it is possible to convert the output regulation problem into stabilization problem. 
Linear internal model principle plays an important role on the linear robust output regulation 
problem due to the presence of the uncertain parameter and static state feedback control law 
useless. Though it fails to work in general nonlinear cases because it fails to handle the nonlinear 
system whose regulator equations have non-polynomial solutions and it is difficult to get global 
stability, it motivates the appearance of nonlinear internal model. Choosing an appropriate 
nonlinear internal model can solve the second problem ahead. 
For the third problem, research is case by case because of the complexity of nonlinear systems. 
In fact, global robust stabilization problem itself is an open topic. 
Considering these three problems, the general framework to solve global robust output reg-
ulation problem, provided by Huang and Chen in [7], includes three steps: First, solve the 
regulator equations; Second, find an appropriate steady-state generator for the system and de-
sign a generalized internal model based on the generator; Third, after some coordinate and input 
transformations, convert the global robust output regulation problem into a global robust sta-
bilization problem and solve the stabilization problem. The detailed summary of the framework 
will be given in Section 2.3 
In [7], it was also presented under what conditions the global robust output regulation problem 
can be converted into a global robust stabilization problem for an augmented system. On the 
other hand, the framework relaxes the assumption of the solution of the regulator equations and 
gives more flexibility to use global stabilization methods. However, there are also challenges for 
using this method, because the global robust stabilization problem itself is a challenging topic, 
the regulator equations are sometimes not solvable, the assumption of the solutions of regulator 
equations is limited and the process to find an appropriate nonlinear internal model is complex. 
In this thesis we will apply the framework to the attitude tracking control problem of rigid 
spacecraft. 
1.2 Attitude Tracking Control of Rigid Spacecraft 
With the development of space technology, spacecrafts are used widely. The need of high de-
gree of accuracy and the existence of uncertainty of systems bring about the spacecraft control 
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problems difficulties. As a complex system, there are lots of topics in spacecraft control, such 
as spacecraft attitude control, control for spacecraft formation flying, stabilization of unstable 
spacecraft dynamics, guidance design and so on. In this thesis we mainly focus on spacecraft 
attitude control problem. 
Many present and future space missions are required to track a time-varying reference tra-
jectory rather than a simple set point regulation. The equations of the systems are nonlinear 
and coupled. The complexity of the problem is exacerbated by the fact that the mass properties 
of the spacecraft may be uncertain due to payload variation, rotation of solar arrays or fuel 
consumption, and the fact that external disturbances need to be considered, which are caused 
by space environment and include mainly gravity-gradient torque, aerodynamic torque, solar 
radiation torque and magnetic torque. 
In [6] and [11], the tracking problem is solved via PD-like control laws, where no disturbance 
and no uncertainty are considered. If uncertainties exist, adaptive control methods [10] are 
widely used. In [3], a passivity-based adaptive control method was designed to achieve attitude 
tracking with a global convergence. In [1] an adaptive feedback control laws for zero-disturbance 
spacecraft was presented to guarantee global asymptotic attitude tracking problem based on 
control Lyapimov function. In [2], adaptive full-state feedback controller and adaptive output 
feedback controller are developed respectively to the quaternion-based attitude tracking control 
problem. More recently, Luo and Chu provided an inverse optimal adaptive control for attitude 
tracking with a global convergence using integrator backstepping and the disturbance attenuation 
in [5] and [4]. Though adaptive methods could handle the parameter uncertainty, the unbounded 
energy disturbance asymptotic rejection was still unsolved in these papers. 
Since it is known that output tracking and disturbance rejection are exactly the objectives 
of the output regulation problem, we will formulate the control problem with output regulation 
theory and use the general framework mentioned above to solve it. 
1.3 Overview of Continuous-time Nonlinear H^q Control 
Another nonlinear control technique we will apply is the continuous-time nonlinear Hqo control. 
There have been considerable studies in developing nonlinear ifoo control theory in [15] [16] [17] 
and [18]. In these references, the disturbance attenuation problem was provided and solved under 
the assumption that there exists a positive-definite solution to the so called Hamilton-Jacobi-
Isaacs equation. The disturbance attenuation problem means to design the feedback control input 
so that the closed-loop system asymptotically stable at the origin and the influence of exogenous 
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input, such as disturbances and reference commands, on the penalty variable is attenuated. In 
the following we will describe the state feedback nonlinear Hoo control problem [16] [17]. 
Consider the system, 
X = f{x) + gi (x)w + g2 {x)u 
z = h\{x) + k\2{x)u ( 1 . 1 ) 
where x e R^ is the plant state, u G R饥之 is the plant input, w e R爪丄 is a set of exogenous 
input variables, z e RP is a penalty variable, and all functions are smooth, and defined in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Without loss of generality, we assume /(O) = 0 and hi{0) = 0. 
In order to simplify the calculation, we also assume 
hf{x)ki2{x) = 0 
⑥ 咖 2 � = R 2 (1.2) 
with i?2 a nonsingular constant matrix. 
The objective of the H^q control is to design a controller with the form: 
u = k{x), (1.3) 
where k{x) is a locally defined sufficiently smooth function satisfying /c(0) = 0，so that 1) when 
w{t) = 0，the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable at the origin and 2) given a real number 
7 > 0, for zero initial state x(0) = 0， f o r every T > 0 and for every piecewise continuous function 
w : [0,T] -> . 
rT rT 
/ z'^{s)z{s)ds < 7 M w'^{s)w{s)ds, ( 1 . 4 ) Jo Jo 
where, this condition is also defined as disturbance attenuation. 
The control problem was theoretically solved in [16] to [18] and we will summary the solution 
here: 
If there exists a positive definite C^ function V{x), locally defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin in i?" that satisfies the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) equation: 
rjp 
v j { x ) + 全 " � " 1 + - g 2 R 2 ' g 2 ) v J = o ( 1 . 5 ) 
where Vx denotes the Jacobian matrix of V{x), then the state feedback control law given by 
u = -R :^ ' {x )g l{x )Vj (1.6) 
solves the disturbance attenuation problem with performance level specified by 7. 
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The main block to apply this control law to physical systems is that it is usually impossible to 
find a closed form solution for HJI equation. So we bypass this difficulty and solve the problem 
with the approximation method. An approximation approach to solve HJI equation in terms of 
the Taylor series was proposed in [24] and we will summarize it in Section 3.1. 
In this thesis, we will apply the approximation algorithm to design an approximate continuous-
time nonlinear Hoo control law to achieve disturbance attenuation for flight control system in 
windsheaxs. 
1.4 Overview of Discrete-time Nonlinear Hoo Control 
The last nonlinear control technique we will use is the discrete-time Hqq control law. Like the 
continuous-time case，the discrete-time Hqq control problem has been well studied in several 
papers [19], [22], [28]. Here we describe the control problem as follows. 
Consider the following discrete-time nonlinear systems 
x{t + l) = A{x{t)) + B{x{t))u{t) + E{x{t))w{t), 
t = 0 ’ l , 2 , . . -
z{t) = C(x(t)) + B(x(t))u(t) + F(x(t))w(t) ( 1 . 7 ) 
where a; G i?" is the plant state, u € R饥 is the plant input, w £ R^ is an exogenous input, and 
2 € is a penalty variable. It is assumed that all functions involved in this setup are smooth 
and defined in a neighborhood U of the origin in Without loss of generality, we assume 
A{0) = 0 and C(0) = 0. 
We hope to design a feedback control law of the form 
u = k{x,w) (1.8) 
such that the closed-loop system is 1) locally internal stable, i.e., when w{t) 二 0，the closed-loop 
discrete-time system is asymptotically stable at the origin and 2) the L2 gain of the disturbance 
input w to the penalty variable z is attenuated by a prescribed real number 7. Here we need to 
notice that the controller (1.8) is somehow depending on the disturbance input, which is different 
from the continuous-time case. 
The control problem has been theoretically solved in [19], [22], [28]. We summary it here: 
If there exists a smooth positive definite function V"(a:)，locally defined in a neighborhood of 
the origin of so that 
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A l . l ) 
丑tm(0’0，0) >0， 
丑脚(0’0，0) — 0 , ( 0 , 0 , (0,0,0) < 0 
where 
H{x,u,w) = V{A{x) + B{x)u + E{x)w) - V{x) + � + D{x)u + F{x)w)\\'^ -
is Hamiltonian function associated with the control problem, and 
^ = 
列…切) [ H _ ( x , u , w ) _ 
A1 .2) The discrete Hamilton-Jacobi-Issacs Equation 
H{x,u*{x),w*{x)) = 0 (1.9) 
holds in a neighborhood of 0 G i?" for u* (re) and w* (x) which satisfy 
u*(0) 二 0 
it;*(0) = 0 
Hu{x,u*{x),w*{x)) = 0 (1.10) 
H^{x,u*{x),w*{x)) 二 0 (1.11) 
A1.3) The equilibrium a; = 0 of the system 
x{t + 1) = A{x{t)) + B{x{t))u*{x{t)) + E{x{t))w*{x{t)) 
is locally asymptotically stable. 
Then, the full information feedback control law 
u = k{x,w) 
=u*{x) - . - (1.12) 
solves the problem of disturbance attenuation with internal stability. 
Remark 1.1 Under assumption Al . l , the matrix Q^^^^yi {^： u, w) is invertible in a neighborhood 
of the origin. By the implicit function theorem, there exist two smooth functions u*{x) and 
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w*{x) defined in a neighborhood of 0 G i?" by equations (1.10) and (1.11) and satisfy w*(0) = 0 
and w*{0) = 0. 
We can see that the nonlinear discrete-time Hoo control law (1.12) relies on the solution of 
(1.10) to (1.9). However, like the continuous-time case, it is also impossible to get the closed from 
solution for these equations except for some simple cases. In [23], an approximation approach to 
solving the DHJI equation is developed, which has made the discrete-time nonlinear Hqq control 
a practical design tool. In this thesis, we will apply this algorithm to design an approximate 
Hoo controller for the discretized RTAC system. The detailed summary of the algorithm will be 
given in Section 4.1. 
1.5 Flight Control in Windshears 
Windshears were an important reason for several civil aviation accidents in past years. This pro-
cess of accidents can be roughly accounted as follows. When an aircraft takes off in a windshear, 
the wind boosts its head. To maintain a constant climb rate, the pilot may usually reduce the 
angle of attack. During the aircraft enters the core of the wind, the downdraft and decreased 
head wind will reduce its attack angle but the pilot does not know this point and keeps on re-
ducing the angle of attack. Then, as the result of this, the aircraft loses its attitude rapidly and 
crashes when the windshear is severe. 
Here we hope to improve the flight system's auto recovery ability, i.e., to minimize the gain 
between the windshear and the vertical acceleration of the aircraft, which, in some sense, will 
help the aircraft to avoid losing attitude badly. 
If we consider the angle of attack as the control of aircraft, the flight control of aircraft 
encountering windshears after takeoff can be treated as a nonlinear Hqq problem, i.e., to minimize 
the 1/2 gain between the windshear and the vertical acceleration of the aircraft. 
The kinematic and dynamic motions of the mass center of the aircraft are based on inertial 
reference frame and wind based reference frame, respectively. The model of the control problem 
was constructed in [26] and [27]. First of all, there are a few assumptions in [26] and [27] during 
the construction of the motion of aircraft: 1) during takeoff maximum thrust is used., 2) the 
aircraft mass is constant, 3) flight is in the vertical plane, 4) air density is constant, 5) rotational 
inertial of the aircraft and dynamics for actuators and sensors are not considered. Furthermore, 
in order to apply the approximation method developed, the kinematical and dynamical equations 
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of motion of the aircraft with above assumptions are simplified as: 
mV = T - D - mgj - m{Wx + Wh'y), 
rnVj = T{a + 5) + L - mg + - Wh), 
y T, n hopSV^ copSV"^ , � 
where 
T = ao + aiV + a2V^ 
D = ^CdpSV = i(6o + bia)pSV^ 
The notations used here are the same as those in [26]: D: drag force (lb); g: gravitational force 
per unit mass (ft sec 一 2); h: vertical coordinate of aircraft center of mass(ft); L: lift force (lb); 
m: aircraft mass (lb ft-! sec~^); O: center of mass of aircraft; S reference surface (/i^); t: 
time (sec); T: thrust force (lb); V: aircraft speed relative to wind speed frame (ft sec—i); W^: 
horizontal component of wind velocity (ft sec—i); Wh： vertical component of wind velocity (ft 
sec—i); a: angle of attack (rad); 7: relative path inclination (rad); 6: thrust inclination (rad); p: 
air density (lb sec^). 
Here we look at V and 7 as the states of the system and a as the input. And, the control 
objective is to design the control law so that: 
Jo Jo 
for a minimum 7. Here M is a constant. This problem can be formulated as a nonlinear H^o 
control problem. In this thesis we will find the continuous-time full information approximation 
nonlinear H ^ control laws to achieve disturbance attenuation for it. 
1.6 Nonlinear Benchmark System 
The RTAC system, depicted in Figure 1.2, consists of a cart of mass M connected to a fixed wall 
by a linear spring of stiffness k. The cart is constrained to have one-dimensional travel. The 
proof-mass actuator attached to the cart has mass m and moment of inertia I about its center 
of mass, which is located at a distance e from the point about which the pro of-mass rotates. Its 
motion occurs in a horizontal plane so that no gravitational forces need to be considered. The 
motion of RTAC is described in [20] and is repeated as follows 
左• + € = sine -e cose) + F 
9 = -eicosO + u (1.14) 
9 
S • 
I ^ i i z (m ^ i 
I K � N i 
I 乂_/NA^ 从 ！ 
i • F . t ^ i 3 V i tn i 
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I / / / / / / / / / / \ 
Figure 1.2: Rotational/translational actuator 
where ^ is the one-dimensional displacement of the cart, Q the angular position of the proof 
body, w the disturbance, and u the control input. The coupling between the translational and 
rotational motion is captured by the parameter e which is defined by 
me 
芒—^/{I + me^){M + m) 
where 0 < e < 1 is the eccentricity of the proof body. 
Letting x = col(a:i X2 xs X4) = i ^ and y = ^  yields the following state space 
representation of (1.14): 
X = fix) + gi {x)u + g2{x)F 
y = XI (1.15) 
where 
- a : i + e . T 4 s i l l 3:3 f — 1 —e‘2 cos^  X3 
J — ， 
X4 
£ COS X3(a；! — sin x^) 
_ 1 —£‘2 COS�X3 . 
0 1 0 
-e C0SX3 1 
l - e ^ c o s ^ X 3 — 1 - e ^ c o s ^ 0:3 
y\ — 5 92 — 
0 0 
1 — e C0SX3 
.1-e^ cos'2 X3 J L 1-e^ cos2 0；3 _ 
where 1 - e^  cos^ X3 0 for all 0:3 and e < 1. 
Under a mild persistent disturbance, the position of the cart will oscillate or even go un-
boimdecl. We will consider how to design a state feedback controller such that the affect of 
the disturbance to the position of the cart can be attenuated to a certain degree. This control 
problem can be formulated as a nonlinear Hoo control problem. 10 
This problem of designing a feedback control law to achieve asymptotic disturbance atten-
uation while maintaining a good transient response in the closed-loop system is known as the 
benchmark nonlinear control problem [20], and has been an intensive research subject since 1995. 
In particular, in [29] and [21], the authors designed a third order and fifth order approximate 
Hoo control law based on the Taylor series solution of HJI equation, respectively. In this thesis 
we will further find discrete-time full information approximation nonlinear H^o control law to 
achieve disturbance attenuation for the discrete-time RTAC system. 
1.7 Outline of the Work 
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows. 
Chapter 2: The thesis starts from attitude tracking control of spacecraft. The general frame-
work of output regulation problem is introduced. The model of motions of spacecraft is con-
structed. And the general framework mentioned is applied to solve the tracking control problem 
in both the inertial matrix known case and the unknown case. 
Chapter 3: The approximation approach to solving the HJI equation is summarized. And 
the results will be used to solve the disturbance attenuation problems of flight control system in 
windshears. Some simulations are given to evaluate the control strategies. 
Chapter 4： The approximation approach to solving the DHJI equation is summarized. And 
the results will be used to solve the disturbance attenuation problems of the discretized RTAC 
system. Like continuous case, some simulations are shown to evaluate the control law. 
Chapter 5: Finally, some concluding remarks and recommendations for further research are 
given. 
In the Appendix, the programs used in Chapter 4 and 5 are partially attached. 
The thesis is accompanied by many examples with numerical simulations based on MATLAB. 
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Chapter 2 
Att i tude Control and Asymptot ic 
Disturbance Rejection of Rigid 
Spacecraft 
This Chapter mainly discusses the attitude tracking control problem of rigid spacecraft. Here 
we apply the nonlinear output regulation theory to formulate the control problem and solve it 
with a general framework of output regulation. 
The rest of chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, the model of spacecraft kinematics 
and dynamics is introduced. In Section 2.2, the attitude tracking control problem of a rigid 
spacecraft is described. In Section 2.3, the general method of output regulation is presented. In 
Section 2.4，the control problem is formulated as a global robust output regulation problem and 
the general framework is applied. Numerical simulation is given in Section 2.5. Finally we close 
the chapter in Section 2.6 by some remarks and prospect. 
2.1 Model Description 
Nowadays spacecrafts, especially microsatellites play a key role in space missions, such as com-
munication, earth observation, position location and so on. The performances of the satellites 
rely on the effectiveness of complex onboard control systems. In this section, we will describe its 
mathematical model, which have been studied in several books including [2], [12], and [13]. 
It is known that reference coordinate frames shown in Figure 2.1, and orientation vector 
are two key bases for the attitude dynamics and kinematics of spacecraft ([13], Chapter 4 and 
Appendix A) and ([12], Chapter 9). The attitude of a three-dimensional body is mostly defined 
12 
with a set of axes fixed to the body. This set of axes, usually orthogonal coordinates, is named 
a body reference frame. Another useful reference frame is inertial reference frame. For an 
earth-orbiting spacecraft, an inertial coordinate system is defined with the center of mass of 
the earth as well as its direction in space is inertial with respect to the solar system. A set of 
orthonormal basis vectors {xr, yr, Zr}, that the coordinate frame system can be expressed based 
on, obeys the right hand rule and can be regarded as a linear operator Fr : R^ V {a, row of 
three vectors) with definition Fr = [Xr,yr，Zr]T. The attitude operator could be regarded as a 
coordinate transformation that transforms a given reference frame Fr to a body fixed frame Fb. 
This transformation is based on the direction cosine matrix [13] Cbr and has the form 
Ci^ 二 FbFr_i = FbFr\ (2.1) 
where * means the adjoint of a linear transform. It is easy to check that 
||CU = 1 (2.2) 
and 
ClrCbr = h 




� f — 广 1 y / 
Ai spacecraft body frame 
Figure 2.1: The inertial reference frame and the body reference frame. 
This attitude representation Cbr is a 3 x 3 matrix with 9 elements and subject to 6 constrains. 
We need simpler representations. Usually there are two widely used mathematical representations 
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of spacecraft attitude. One is in term of Euler Angle Rotation and the other based on the 
Unit Quatemion[l2>]. Compared with the first method, attitude representation with the unit 
quaternion is free of singularity and has one constraint, though it is lack with geometric meanings. 
In this paper, we mainly use this representation. 
The quaternion's basis definition is a consequence of the properties of the direction cosine 
matrix CV. There are three eigenvalues for Cbr: {1, e*^•巾，e一•少}•，i.e., this matrix has at least one 
eigenvector with eigenvalue of 1, and this eigenvector is unchanged by the matrix Cbr'. 
Cf^e = le. 
This eigenvector e = [ei, 62,63]^ has the same components in the body frame or another reference 
frame. The existence of such an eigenvector is the analytical demonstration of Euler's famous 
theorem about the rotation displacement: "The most general displacement of a rigid body with 
one point fixed is a rotation about some axis，，[13]. It is easy to see the eigenvector e here is just 
the fixed axis. In this way, the transform with matrix Cbr in (2.1) can be achieved by a single 
angular rotation about e over an angle The quaternion is a vector defined as follows: 
q = [^1,(72,93,^4]^ 
(I> $ Qi = ei s in ( - ) , = cos( - ) , i = 1，•. •，3, 
where qy = [qi,q2,Q3]^ is called the vector part of q and q^ is the scalar part of q. Obviously, the 
quaternion q has the constraint 
qUv + gl = 1- (2.3) 
The relation between rotation matrix Cbr and the quaternion can be expressed as follows [13]: 
Cbr{q) = {ql - qlqv)h + 匆乂 - ， (2.4) 
where the operator q^ denotes a skew symmetric matrix for a 3 x 1 vector qy and has the form 
丨 0 -q-i, q2 � 
Qi = qs 0 -qi ， 
V 12 qi 0 
which, satisfies the following properties ([2], Appendix A): for all a e R^ and b e R^, 
(axf = -ax，aXb=-bXa, a^ a = 0, 
a � � = 0, (a + 6)x =ax+6x, a � = b a ? - a^bls, 
(axb)x =baT - a b T , = ||a|| = (2.5) 
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Differentiating g, it is easy to obtain the attitude kinematics in terms of the unite quaternion 
[12][2][13] [5][4]: 
qv = 0.5(94/3 + qv)^hr 
qA = — 0 . 5 ‘ f V (2.6) 
where flbr is the angular velocity of the body frame Fb with respect to a reference frame Fr and 
is expressed in the frame Fjj. 
Another important result in attitude representation with the unit quaternion is what comes 
after two successive angular transformations, i.e., how to express q" in terms of q' and q if 
q" = [q'i^is obtained first from q = [q^, and then from q' = [q二 g � ’ two rotations. 
The final transformation can be achieved using rotation matrix representation, 
cv') = c � c � . 
From this equation, or from a direct quaternion multiplication, we could get the expression of q" 
[2], shown as follows: 
q'v 二 kiZs —（^)x]如+ 
Q'I = -iQvVQv + q4qv (2.7) 
A typical spacecraft structure usually consists of two basic parts: the rigid center body and 
the flexible solar arrays. Here we could look at the structure just as a rigid body and the solar 
arrays, onboard payload motion, and fuel consumption as the uncertainties of system. Based on 
Euler's moment equation [13], we reach the dynamic equation of attitude motion [4]: 
JQ = -n^'.m + u + d (2.8) 
where 
J12 Ji3 
J — J12 J22 ^23 
\ <^ 13 J21 J33 
is the positive definite, overall inertia matrix of the integrated satellite system , w G i?^ is 
the control torques, and d e R^ is the external disturbance, including gravity-gradient torque, 
aerodynamic torque, residual magnetic torque and solar radiation torque. Here we also assume 
the spacecraft is equipped with three independent actuators which are able to provide three 
independent control torques at each time instant [4]. 
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2.2 Problem Formulation 
In this section, we will formulate the main control problem, i.e., to achieve attitude tracking and 
input disturbance rejection of solid spacecraft. 
From the description in the second section, we combine the equations (2.6) and (2.8) and 
come to the spacecraft system modelled, 
4v = 0.5{q4h + q;)ft 
q4 — - 0 . 5 g � n 
JO = - n ' ^ j n + u + d, (2.9) 
where we assume external disturbance d to be the combination of some sinusoidal functions 
without either amplitudes or phases known. 
The desired attitude motion is modelled by 
(Idv = 0.5(^^4/3 + 
qd4 = -0-^Qdv^d, (2.10) 
where col(咖，秘）^ R^ x R is the unit quaternion satisfying 
QdvQdv + & = 1 
representing the target attitude, and fid G R^ is the target angular velocity in the body frame 
Fr with respect to the inertial frame Fj and expressed in the frame F ” This desired attitude 
motion model can be found in many literatures on attitude tracking problem, e.g., [5]. 
Now, the control objective of the paper is to design a controller, independent of d, such that, 
the states of the closed-loop system are bounded, and 
lim co\{qy{t) - /^d^ ；⑴,g4� 一 ⑴ ） = ( 2 . 1 1 ) t—oo 
The error rotation between actual attitude motion and steady attitude motion can be also 
addressed with a new unite quaternion e = [e^, 64] [2] [5], where 
e^ey + el = l . (2.12) 
Based on the equation (2.7) and C(e) 二 C{q)C{qc)~^^ the coordinate transformation can be 
expressed as follows: 
ey = qdAQv 一 q^yCIv - QiQdv 
6 4 = qdvQv + 輔 
w = n — Cfld, (2.13) 
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where, u is the error angular velocity in the frame F^ with respect to the frame and 
C = {1- 2ele^)h + 2e”eJ^ - 2e4e； 
based on the equations (2.3) and (2.4). 
Then we have 
ey = 0.5(64/3 + 6^)0; 
64 = -O.Se^u; (2.14) 
from the equation (2.6). Moreover, the third equation of (2.9) in the new coordinate becomes 
J � = + Cnd)''J{oJ + CQd) + Jiuj^'CVLd - Ctld) + u + d. (2.15) 
It have been proved in [14] that the equation (2.11) holds if 
lim ey{t) = 0. (2.16) 
0 0 
To this end, when e “ i ) = 0，C{q^) = C = h, which means h = C{q)C{qc)-^ and C[q) = C{qc), 
i . e . , q^{t) — qdv{t) = 0 a n d q^{t) 一 g拟 ( t ) = 0 . 
The control objective (2.11) or (2.16) was achieved in [1] [2] [3] [5] when zero external dis-
turbance were considered. In [4], H ^ nonlinear control law was studied to achieve disturbance 
attenuation, but the error rotation could not approach 0 when t -> 00 for disturbances with un-
boiinded energy. In the rest, we will use the output regulation theory to formulate the problem 
and achieve the control objective (2.16) as well as unbounded energy disturbance asymptotic 
rejection in the first time. 
2.3 Preliminaries of General Framework for Global Robust Out-
put Regulation 
In this section, we will summarize the general framework for the output regulation problem, 
which includes three steps: First, solve the regulator equations; Second, find an appropriate 
steady-state generator for the system and design a g e n e r a l i z e d internal model based on the 
generator; Third, after some coordinate and input transformation, we convert the global robust 
output regulation problem into a global robust stabilization problem and solve the stabilization 
problem. The following result is from [7]： 
Consider a plant described by 
i = f{x,u,v,w), x(0) = .To 
y = h{x,u,v,w), t > 0 (2.17) 
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and an exosystem described by 
i) = o(i；), v(0) = vo (2.18) 
where x is the n-dimensional plant state, u the m-dimensional plant input, y the p-dimensional 
plant output representing the tracking error, v the g-dimensional exogenous signal representing 
the disturbance and/or the reference input, and w the iV-dimensional plant uncertain param-
eter whose nominal value is 0. The functions / , h and a are sufficiently smooth satisfying 
f{0,0,0,w) = 0 and h{0,0,0,w) = 0 for all w, and a(0) = 0. 
Let us first list two standard assumptions. 
A2.1: The equilibrium of the exosystem (2.18) at v = 0 is stable. 
A2.2: There exist sufficiently smooth functions x(t;,u') and with x(0,0) = 0 and 
11(0，0) = 0 satisfying, for all v e V, and w e W where V is an open neighborhood of the 
origin of R^ and W an open neighborhood of the origin of R^, the following equations 
ov 
0 = h{x{v, w),u{v, w). (2.19) 
Definition 2.1 Let g : be a mapping where 1 < I < n + m. Under Assumptions 
A1 and A2, the nonlinear system (2.17) and (2.18) is said to have a steady state generator 
with output g{x,u) if there exists a triple where 6 : RQ+n ^^ _rs，a : R^ R^, and 
f3 : Rs RI for some integer s are sufficiently smooth functions vanishing at the origin, such 
that, for all trajectories v{t) € F of (2.18) and all w eW, 
dd {v {t),w) 
——^= {v{t),w)) 
g{x{v{t),w),u{v{t),w)) = p{e{v {t),w)). (2.20) 
If, in addition, the linearization of the pair {P{0), q;(0)} at the origin is observable, then {0’ a, /5} 
is called a linearly observable steady state generator with output g{x,u). i 
111 the following, we assume g{x,u) = [xi^ .. where 1 < < 22 < • • • < < 
and 0 < d < n . The definition of the steady state generator leads to a general characterization 
of the internal model as follows. 
Definition 2.2 Under assumptions A1 and A2, suppose the system (2.17) and (2.18) has a 
steady state generator with output g{x,u). Let 7 ： j^s+n+m h Rs be a sufficiently smooth 
function vanishing at the origin. Then we call the following system 
V = ^{:T],x,U) (2.21) 
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an internal model with output g{x,u) if, for all trajectories v{t) G V of (2.18) and all w eW, 
7 {0 {v � , w ) , x { v it),w),u {v {t),w)) = a {d (v ⑴ ’ ^/；)). (2.22) 
I 
In [7], Huang and Chen also presented under what conditions the steady state generator 
and proper internal model defined above exist, i.e., under what conditions, the global robust 
output regulation problem for the plant (2.17) and (2.18) can be converted into a global ro-
bust stabilization problem for an augmented system. In the following we will highlight those 
conditions. 
A2.3: The exosystem (2.18) is linear, i.e., a(v) = Aiv, for some matrix Aa, and all the eigenvalues 
of A\ are simple with zero real parts. 
Definition 2.3 Let 'K{v{t),w) be trigonometric polynomial of t or polynomial in v{t). Let 
P(A) = X^ - ai - a2\ - . • • - arA^-i be a monic polynomial in A, P{\) is called a zeroing 
polynomial of 7r{v,w) if, along all trajectories v{t) of the exosystem, and w G R^, 
一 — - a , - ^ —…一 ar 二 0. (2.23) 
is called a minimal zeroing polynomial of •k{v,w) if P{X) is a zeroing polynomial of •k{v,w) 
of least degree. I 
Definition 2.4 Let Tri{v{t),w),i = 1’...’/，for some positive integer /，be I trigonometric 
polynomials of t or polynomials in v{t). They are called pairwise coprime if their minimal 
zeroing polynomials 尸i(A)’...，尸/(入）are pairwise coprime. I 
Under Assumption A2.2 and A2.3’ suppose, for i = 1’...，cZ + m, there exist pairwise coprime 
polynomials •Kl{v{t),w),... ,7rl'{v{t),w) with r J , . . . , r j ' being the degrees of their minimal ze-
roing polynomials P / (A) , . . . ,P/ '(A), and a sufficiently smooth function : R''^ \~> R with 
Ti = r/ + … + � vanishing at the origin such that, for all trajectories v(t) of the exosystem, 
and w G R^, the solutions of regulator equations satisfy: 
= r i ( 7 r l ( v , w ) , 1 ^ , ^ ( v , w ) , . . . , ~ ~dt(rf-l)'， 
… , 咖 , , . . . / ( 々 - i : f ( ^ , — ). (2.24) 
Then the system (2.17) and (2.18) has a well defined steady-state generator with output g(x,u). 
Based on this steady-state generator, it is possible to find a proper internal model. 
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Attaching the internal model to the given plant yields the following augmented system 
X 二 f{x, u,v,w),力=7 (“’ x,u), y = h{x, u, v, w). ( 2 . 2 5 ) 
Performing on (2.25) the following coordinate and input transformation 
Xi = Xi — Piirf), i = 
Xi = Xi - yii {v^w), i = d-i- 1, - • • ,n 
fj = T] — 6 {v,w) 
u = u - (5u{n) =u- [Ai+i (")，•••’ Pd+m {ri)f (2.26) 
gives a new system denoted by 
X = f{x, fj, u,v,w), f) = 7(x, fj, u,v,w), y = h{x, fj, v, w) (2.27) 
where x = col(xi,. •. , It can be verified [7] that the system has the property 
f{0,0,0,v,w) - 0 
7(0,0,0,v,iy) = 0 
,,i(0’0，0’— = 0. (2.28) 
Then if a controller of the form 
u = k{xi,---
t = gii^x,--- ,Xd,^,y) (2.29) 
w h e r e � G for some integer n^, and k and g^ are sufficiently smooth functions vanishing at 
their respective origins stabilizes the equilibrium point {x,fj) = (0，0) of (2.27), then the following 
controller 
u = f3u {rj) + k{xi - Pi{r]) ,Xd- fSd {rj), 
i = M r - - (2.30) 
solves the robust output regulation problem for the original plant (2.17) and the exosystem 
(2.18). 
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2.4 Application of Global Robust Output Regulation 
In this section, we will apply output regulation theory to formulate the control problem raised 
in section 2.2 and solve it with the framework just mentioned. Two cases are studied, without 
or with system uncertainty, separately. Actually, in the first case, without system uncertainty, 
it is not necessary to apply an internal model to design the controller, and a simple observer 
is enough. However, in order to keep the continuity and to better demonstrate the framework, 
among both cases, internal models are used. 
2 .4 .1 C a s e I: w i t h o u t u n k n o w n p a r a m e t e r s 
In this subsection, we suppose there is no unknown parameter in the plant, i.e., J are totally 
known. 
In order to make linif-^oo Gy {t) = 0，it suffices to choose 
u = - i ^ e 们 （ 2 . 3 1 ) 
w h e r e K G j g p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e a n d s y m m e t r i c . I t h a s b e e n p r o v e d i n [ 5 ] a n d w e r e p e a t i t 
here for self-containness. First we show that 64 —> 1 under this controller as t 00 whenever 
6^(0)半—1. Let ki and /c2 be the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of K. We have 
0 . 5 A ; i ( l - el) <64 = 0.5e^Key < 0 . 5 f c 2 ( l - ej), 
from the second equation of (2.14) and the condition e^Cy + e! = 1. By the comparison principle 
([9], lemma 2.5, pp.85), 64 satisfies the following inequalities: 
_ 2 [ l - e 4 ( 0 ) ] e ( - ( - � • � < 1 _ 2[1 - e4(0)]e(-秘 
1 + 6 4 ( 0 ) + [ 1 - e 4 ( 0 ) ] e ( - 丸 、 《 ） - — 1 + 6 4 ( 0 ) + [ 1 - e 4 ( 0 ) ] e ( -
for all t > 0. If e4(0) = -1, e^(0) = 0 and then 64(t)三一1 for all t > 0. When 64(0) —1’ 
6 4 � > - 1 for all t > 0 and l i m “ o o e 4 � = 1 , i.e., limf_»oo ey{t) = 0. We also could find a 
Lyapimov function for the close-loop system (2.14) and (2.31) to prove the global asymptotic 
stability of Cy = 0, 
V = ce^ey + c(l - 64)2， 
where the constant c > 0. The derivative of V is given by 
V = ce^uj = -ce^Key < < 0. 
By LaSalle's theorem ([9], Theorem 3.4，pp 115), the global asymptotic stability of e^ = 0 stands 
for all initial conditions 6^(0). On the other hand, both {cy, 64) 二 (0, —1) and (e^, 64) = (0,1) 
have the same physical meaning, we finish the proof. 
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For simplicity, in the remaining part, we only consider the problem of designing u to make u 
converge to —Key. To this end, let 2 = a; + Ke^, and make the state z of the system 
+ JK [0.5(64/3 + ei)uj] +U + d (2.32) 
converge to 0. We will appeal to the output regulation theory to achieve this control objective. 
Since the variables oj, Qd, ^v and 64 are known or measurable, we first apply a pre-compensator 
u = u' + {uj + CnaY^Auj + Cfld) - JiuJ^'CQ.d — ctld) - JK [0.5(64/3 + e^)a;； 
to system (2.15) and (2.14). Meanwhile, suppose the disturbance is generated by some au-
tonomous system through 
d{t) = d{vd{t),Wd), 
where d : R^d+N ^ j^s jg some sufficiently smooth function, Wd e R ^ is the unknown parameter, 
and Vdit) G BP'^  is the exogenous signal produced by 
Vd 二 A胸. (2.33) 
In particular, Vd produced by (2.33) is the combination of some sinusoidal functions without 
either amplitudes or phases known. 
Then the system formulated with output regulation theory can be written as 
J i 二 + d{vd, Wd) 
Vd = AdVd 
y = z. (2.34) 
Here, the dynamics (2.33) governing Vd is called exosystem. 
In order to solve the global output regulation problem of the nonlinear system (2.34), we 
first need to convert the global output regulation problem to a global stabilization problem. 
Formulate (2.34) as the form of system (2.17) and (2.18) with, 
X = u = u', V = Vdi y = z, w = Wd, 
f{x^u,v,w) = + d) 
h{x,u,v,w) = 2 , 
a{v) = AdV. (2.35) 
For this plant, just as cited in Section 2.2，if Assumptions A2.2 and A2.3 are satisfied, and if 
the solutions of regulator equations satisfy equation (2.24) with some output g{x, u), we could 
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find the proper steady-state generator and then design the internal model as we have shown in 
Section 2.2. Attaching the internal model to the original plant yields a augmented system, and 
after a suitable coordinate and input transform, the global output regulation problem of the 
original plant can be converted to global stabilization problem of the augmented system in new 
coordinates and inputs. 
To apply the framework, we assume: 
A2.4: Suppose di{vd{t),Wd), i = 1，...，3, the component of d{vd{t)^Wd), is a polynomial of Vd 
of known degree r^  and Vd satisfies (2.33). 
Then there exists 
cT^di J ddi ) d i ^ a r ^ ^ ^ = 0. 
Since the regulator equations of (2.34) are solvable with 
X(v,w) = 03x1’ 
= = -d(vd,u;d), (2.36) 
and a(?;) is linear, the assumptions A2.2 and A2.3 are satisfied here. With the assumption A2A, 
it is easy to check the solutions of regulator equations satisfy equation (2.24) with the output 
9{oo,u) = u'. 
Let 
’ Oi(v,w) = Ti0l(v,w), 
V 
where J] is any suitable nonsingular matrix. We have 
for some known matrix (!>�. 
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The steady-state generator with output u' can be written as 
Oi 1 [ ai{9i) 1 [ T爪J\-% ‘ 
0 = §2 = Oi2{02)=�2$2了2—1 没2 
_ k J [ "3(^3) J [ Ts^sTg-i^s _ 
_ � 1 � . 
p(x,u) 二 m= T � . 
_ 了3—1 办 _ 
To design the internal model, choose controllable pair {Mi, Ni) with Mi Hurwitz, choose 
in the steady-state generator, so that 
Ti�i - MiTi = Ni 
and then let 
77 = M77 + Nu' (2.37) 
which is the candidate internal model with M = block diag(Mi，M�, M3), N — block diag(7Vi，iV?，斤3)， 
and $ = block diag($i, $2，中3). Check the condition (2.22), it is easy to find 
M9{v,w) + Nu'{v,w) = a{d{v,w)), 
which proves (2.37) is a proper internal model. Attaching it to the plant (2.34) yields the 
augmented system. 
Next, performing on the augmented system the following coordinate and input transforma-
tion: fj = T) — 6 — NJz, u' = u' — P{r)), and z = z, which gives 
疗 = M r ] + Nu' - T^T-^e - NJz 
= M f j + Me + MNJz + Nil' - T^T'^O - Nu' - Nd 
=Mfi + MNJz, (2.38) 
J l 二 Jz = T-i0 + u' 
= T - ' ^ f j + T - ^ N J z + u'. (2.39) 
By now, we have converted the global output regulation problem of system (2.34) to the 
global stabilization problem of the new system (2.38) and (2.39). For the rest, we design a 
controller so that the new system is globally asymptotically stable. 
Let 
u' = -KzZ, (2.40) 
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where Kz G jR3x3 j^g positive definite and symmetric and to be determined later. 
Choose 
V 二 0.5f}Tfj + O.dz^Jz, (2.41) 
and its derivative along the close-loop system (2.38)，(2.39) and (2.40) is: 
"^(f"，”) 二 fj^Mfj + fMNJz + z^T-^t) + z'^T-^NJz - z'^K.z 
at 
=fMr] + f{MNJ + T-t)z + z'^T'^NJz - z^K^z 
< — 壓 + 押 广 丨 W 
+ \\T-'NJ\\\\zf - kM^ (2.42) 
where > 0 exists since M is Hurwitz and > 0 is the minimum eigenvalue of Kz. 
Choose a positive constant e so that 
\\MNJ + T-^\\ 
' � h ’ 
and choose Kz so that 
k, > e\\MNJ + T-^ll + 2||r-iiVJ||. 
Then from (2.42) we have 
< - 0 . 5 M 別 2 —oi�丨丨之 | |2. 
By LaSalle Theorem, the equilibrium point at the origin of the closed-loop system (2.38), (2.39) 
and (2.40) is globally asymptotic stable. 
Overall, the controller 
u = -K^z + T-^T] + {uj + + CVtd) 
- - Chd) - JK [0.5(64/3 + 
f] = Mr] - NK,z + NT-'^t] (2.43) 
make the state z of the system (2.32) converge to 0. Then the condition (2.11) is satisfied, and 
the global output regulation problem for the composite system (2.9), (2.33) and (2.10) is solved. 
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2 .4 .2 C a s e II: w i t h u n k n o w n parameters 
When there exist unknown parameters, i.e., J is not totally known. We assume J = Jq + J^；, 
with Jo known and 
W\ W2 W3 
Jw = W2 W4 W5 
W3 W5 Wq 
unknown but bounded. 
In order to formulate the problem with output regulation theory, we suppose the disturbance 
d is generated by the same autonomous systems with Case 1. Moreover, in order to design an 
appropriate internal model, we also suppose Q-dii the components of are some sinusoidal 
functions generated by the system 
vm = Amvnu t > 0，他(0) = v^io (2.44) 
I 
with 
Vfiii ^di 0 ai vm = = • , ^o i = ’ 二 1 , . . . ’ 3, vni2 - a i 0 
- -J I— I J L -
where ！；咖 and ai are known and vq = [•um，如2’ 如3]了. 
Applying a pre-compensator 
u = u' + (u;-h ( � + cQd) — Muj^'cnd — ctta) — JqK [0.5(64/3 + I 
to system (2.15) and (2.14) and letting z = uj + Key gives: | 
+ J^K [0.5(64/3 + e'i){z - Key)] u' + d 
ey = + Key) 64 = -0.5e^(z — Key) 
y = z. (2.45) 
Here, devote v 二 col(?;山•u!))’ and the dynamics (2.33) and (2.44) governing v is called exosystem. 
In the following, we convert the global robust output regulation problem to a global robust 
stabilization problem. Notice here the equilibrium point of (2.45) is not in the origin, we introduce 
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64 = 64 - 1 and then formulate (2.45) as the form of system (2.17) and (2.18) with, 
z � 1 � -, Vd Jw 
X = Cy , u = u , V = , y = z, w = , 
vn Wd 
_ 64 J L � 
( [ - { z - Key + C^dYMz - Key + Cf2d) 1 � 
J-^ - - Ctld) 
f{x,u,v,w) = [0.5(64/3 + Key)] + u' + d ， 
\ -0.5e^{z - Key) 乂 
h{x,u,v,w) = Cy, 
a(v) = block diag(^d, A^ ,^ , 
Since the regulator equations of (2.45) are solvable with 
Osx i 
X — ) = 03x1 , 
0 
U(V,W) = U'(V,W) = -d(Vd,Wd) + QdM^'-^w^dM + Jw^dM, 
where the condition C = I3 when e^ = 0 is used, and a(v) is linear, the assumptions A2.2 and 
A2.2> are satisfied here. With the assumption A2A and the assumption (2.44), it is easy to check 
the solutions of regulator equations satisfy equation (2.24) with the output 
g{x,u) = 64 • 
u' 
The reason we choose such an output for steady-state generator is so that we could design a full 
state feedback controller for the augmented system later. 
In fact, 
03x1 
= 0 , 
here, the component of u' can be expressed as 
u;…’ = -di{va,Wd) + = 1 , . . . , 3 , (2.46) 
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and, ftdi is polynomial of Vfi with coefficients depending on J^ , 
= + W4vn2i + ) + {mvnu + ^s^nsi + ^6^031) 
+ + + w^vn^^as, 
二 {wiVQu + W2Vn2i + W S^^ f^iai) _ ^^n (^ ^S^^ fiu + 切5”n2i + mVQ^i) 
+ + W4VQ2^a2 + w^VQ^^a^, 
= {'^iVQii + '^2Vn2i + WiVQ^^) + {W2vnn + mvn^^ + w^Vii^^) 
+ wsvn^^ai + + WQVi^^^^s. 
We could look at the right side of equation (2.46) as polynomial of v of known degree rj, which 
satisfies 
cTm； , c/u; 卜 i)u; ^ ； aiu,. - a2—r^ - . . . - a ' = 0. 
Let 
u ; — ) 
e}{v,w) = ，di(v,w)=Ti0h^J,w), 
d …卜 ) 
\ 二 1) / 
where 7) is any suitable nonsingular matrix. We have 
9}{v,w) = ^idl{v,w) 
for some known matrix (!>[ 
The steady-state generator with output [a;,吞4’w'厂 can be written as 
ei 1 r ai{Oi) 1 r TiC^iTfi^i 
a3(办） r3(I>3T3-i 办 
- J L � L J 
Osxl 
0 
= _ = T f i 仏 . 
『 2 - 1 没 2 
2 8 
To design the internal model, choose controllable pair {Mi,Ni) with Mi Hurwitz, choose Ti 
in the steady-state generator, so that 
Ti^i — MiTi = Ni (2.47) 
and then let 
7) = M77 + Nu' (2.48) 
which is the candidate internal model with M = block diag(Mi, il^ ，M3), N = block diag(iVi，iV2, A^s), 
and $ = block diag($i’ $2，歪3). Check the condition (2.22), it is easy to find 
Me{v, w) + Nu'iy, w) = a(ff(v, w)), 
which proves (2.48) is a proper internal model. Attaching it to the plant (2.45) yields the 
augmented system. 
Performing on the augmented system the following coordinate and input transformations: 
fj = r} - 6 - NJz, u' = u' - with Puiv) = e^ = Cy, 64 = 64 and 2 = gives 
疗 = M r ] + Nu' - - NJz 
= M f j + M9 + MNJz + Nu — T^T'^d - Nu — Nd — NF{z, ey,v, w) 
= M f j + MNJz - NF{z, ey,v, w), (2.49) 
J2 = Jz = + + F{z, w) 
= + T-^NJz + u' + F(z, ey, v, w), (2.50) 
爸V = fiv = 0 . 5 [(1 + 64)73 + By] {z - Key), 
h = - 0 . 5 e � ( 2 - K e ” ) ’ (2.51) 
where 
F{z,ey,v,w) = - [{z- Key + CQ^aV Jw{z — Key + C^a) — ^pio^d 
+ J�[{z - KeyYCVtd - Ctld + Od] + 0.5J比/( [(1 + 她 ) ) h + � x ] (2 — Key). 
By now, we have converted the global robust output regulation problem of system (2.45) to the 
global robust stabilization problem of the new system (2.49), (2.50) and (2.51). For the rest, we 
first design the controller u', so that the new system is asymptotically stable. 
Notice that F(0,0, i;, = 0 for any v and w since C = h when e^ = 0; F{z,ey,v,w) is C^ 
for both z and e^; and Jyj, v and ty are bounded. The following inequality stands: 
< \\z\\h{z) + ||ej/2(e”）< N | / i � + D\\e,l (2.52) 
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where hand 12 are some smooth positive nondecreasing functions and D is some positive 
constant. In fact, 
IIF(z, ev, v, w)11 ::; II(z - Kev + Cnd)X Jw(z - Kev + Cnd) - n~ Jwndll 
+IIJw [( z - Kev)XCnd - CD.d + D.d] 11 + 110.5JK [(1 + e4)13 + e;] (z - Kev)11 
< IIn~Jwnd - (Cnd)XWCndll + lI(z - Kev)xJw(z - Kev)11 
+11(z - Kev)xJwCndll + II(Cnd)xJw(z - Kev)11 
+IIJwll [11(z - Kev)XCndll + 11- c + IsIIIID.dll] + IIJKllllz - Kevll 
< Iln~Jwnd - (Cnd)xJwCndll + Ilz - Kevl1 2 11Jwll + 211z - KevllllJwllllndl1 
+II Jwll [ll z - Kevllllndll + 11- c + IsIIIID.dll] + IIJKllllz - Kevll 
= Iln~Jwnd - (Cnd)xJwCndll + IIJKllllz - Kevll 
+IIJwll [311z - Kevllllndll + 11- c + IsIIIID.dll + Ilz - Kev112] , (2.53) 
here, the inequalities 
11 ev 11 ::; 1, 1 e41 ::; 1, 
110.5 [(1 + e4)Is + e;] 11 ::; 110.5(Is + e;)11 ::; 1, 
the last equation of (2.5), and (2.2) are used. 
On the other hand, 
W, D.d and nd are bounded so the following inequalities hold: 
11 - c + IsII = 11 - 2evT evIs + 2evevT - 2e4e; 11 
< 11 - 2ev T evIs 11 + 112evevT II + 11 - 2e4e; 11 ::; 611 ev 11, 
Iln~ Jwnd - (Cnd)X JwCndl1 = Iln~ Jwnd - [(C - Is + Is)nd]X Jw(C - Is + Is)ndll 
= IIn~ Jwnd - [(C - Is)nd] X Jwcnd - n~ Jw(C - Is + Is)ndll 
= 11- [(C - Is)nd] X JwCnd - n~ Jw(C - Is)ndll 
< 11 - [(C - Is)nd] X Jwcndll + 11 - n~ Jw(C - 13)ndll 
< IIC - Isllllndl1 2 1IJwllllCII + IIndl1 2 11Jw llllC - 1311 
< 1211evll llndll 2 11Jwll 
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known positive constants. In this way, from (2.53) we have 
IIF(z,ev,v,w)11 < (12L~Ll + 6LlL2)llevll + Ltllz - Kev l1 2 + (3LlL3 + L4k2)llz - Kevll 
Choosing 
and 
< (12L~Ll + 6LlL2)llevll + Ll(llzll + k211evl1)2 + (3Ll L3 + L4k2)(llzll + k211evll) 
= (12L~Ll + 6LlL2 + 3LlL3k2 + L4k~) liev 11 + Ltllzl12 + 2Llk211 zllllev 11 
+Llk~llevIl2 + (3LlL3 + L4k2)llzll 
< (Llk~ + 3LlL3k2 + 12L~Ll + 6LlL2 + L4k~)llevll 
+(Llllzll + 2Llk2 + 3LlL3 + L4k2)llzll· (2.54) 
the inequality (2.52) stands. 
For (2.49), choose candidate Lyapunov function VI = 0.5i?fi and the derivative of VI can be 
written as follows: 
< - k311fi112 + IlfillllMNJllllzl1 + Ilfi1111N11 [h(z)llzll + Dlievlll 
< - k311fi112 + Ilfill [IIMNJII + h(z)IINlllllzll + DllNllllfillllevl1 
< - k311fi112 + 0.5EI 111\1 N Jllllfil12 + 0,2
5111\([ N Jllll Zl12 El 
+0.51INllllfi I1 2 + 0.511NII [Ji(llzll)llzI12] + 0'25 DIINllllfil12 + 0.5E~DIINllliev I12 E2 
= (- k3 + 0.5EIII1\1NJII + 0.511NII + 0'25 DIINII)IIfil12 E2 
+(0.51INllfi(ll zl l) + 0~511M N JII) IIzl12 + 0.5E~DIINllll ev 11 2, (2.55) El 
here k3 > 0 exists since M is Hurwitz and El, E2 are positive constants and to be chosen later. 
For (2.51) , choose candidate Lyapunov function as V2 = e~ ev + et and its derivative is given 
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as 
V2 = e^ ((1 + 64)13 + e；) {z - Key) - e^e^iz - Key) 
= ( 1 + e4)e^{z - Key) + e j e j {z - Key) - e^el{z - Key) 
=el{z - Key) + - Key) + e^e^ {z - Key) — - Key) 
=el{z - Key) 
n 
63 n I； = ( - / c i + 0.5ei)||e,||2 + ^ P | | 2 , (2.56) 
石3 
where, e � e f = -(e^Cu)^ = 0 from the first and third equations of (2.5), /ci > 0 is the minimum 
eigenvalue of K and 63 is positive constant and to be chosen later. 
For (2.50), let = O.bz'^Jz, and we have 
V, < z'^T-'^f] + z'^u' + z^T'^NJz + e^, v, w) 
< r-i||IMIII别 + z^u' + ||r-iiVJ關+ NI [fi{\\z\\)\\z\\ + D||e,||] 
< 0.56l||T-i||||^f + 關引 |2 + + ||r_iiVJHIk||2 + M\\z\\)\\zf 
n c； 
二 (0.56l||T-iII + \\T-'NJ\\ + M\\z\\) + 0 . 5剑 ||z||2 
+ ^ r - i _ | 2 + / V + ^ i ^ | M 2 ’ (2.57) 
where 64 and £5 are positive constants and to be chosen later. 
We design 
= -K,{\\z\\)z = -[k, + M\\z\\) + 0.5||7V||/2(||^||)] j‘认 (2.58) 
where kz is positive number and determined later. Choose the overall Lyapiinov function W = 
Vi + V2 + Vz, then the derivative of W along the trajectory of system (2.49) (2.51) and (2.50) is 
achieved from (2.55), (2.56) and (2.57) as follows: 
释 广 乃 ) < {0.5el\\T-'\\ - K + \\T-'NJ\\ + 0.5elD + ^ + ^4\\MNJ\\)\\zf 
at 63 62 
+ [结||广1|| - h + 0.5el\\MNJ\\ + (0.5 + ^ ) | | i V | | ] \\fif 
+ - h + 0.561 + 0.54D2| | iV| | ) |M2. 
Because of the fact that the pair (M, N) is controllable implies the pair(A:M, N) is also control-
lable with k e R and k ^ 0, and the fact that J has a known bound, choose appropriately k, ks, 
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kij 61, €2, €4 and 65 as well as modify M and T, so that 
OS 0 5 
—||T-1|| -k3 + O.befWMNJW + (0.5 + —)||iV| | < —e” (2.59) 
and 
- h + O.bel + 0 .54D^N\ \ ) < (2.60) 
here, e” and Cgv are positive constants. In fact, noticing that D is related to K and then ki, we 
can first choose ki > 0 freely and fix it. Choose €e„ < ki and choose 62, 63 and £5 so that 
0.5D ^ 1 , . � < •(fci - 0， 
Then (2.60) stands. Since 62 is fixed, we 
choose ks so that ks > (0.5 + 臂）||iV|l and choose e” so 
that erj < A;3-(0.5+呀）||iV||. Then, we need to modify M. Choose k so that ff{kM)f) < -ksWfjf 
for any fj, then look at kM as the new M. Accordingly, we calculate T again with equation (2.47). 
Choose ei, and €4 so that 
U L J 
r 0 5 -0.5e?||MiVJ|| < 0.5 - e^ - (0.5 + —)||A^|| . L -
Then (2.59) stands. In the following, choose positive constant e: freely and choose kz so that 
0.5£?||T-^|| - k, + | | r - i iVJ | | + 0.5slD + ^ + ^\\MNJ\\ < -e,. 
In this way, 
By LaSalle Theorem, the equilibrium point at the origin of the close-loop system (2.49), (2.50), 
(2.51), and (2.58) is globally asymptotic stable. 
Here we do not require the bound of J be arbitrarily small, because, for any large but bounded 
J , we can always find appropriate Li as well as L4, and hence we can design proper ki, M and 
kz so that the inequalities above stand. 
Overall, the controller is given as follows: 
u = + Ke4){ijj + Key) + T'^ + (a; + C^aY H^J + C^d) 
-JoiuJ^'CQd - Ctld) - JqK [0.5(64/3 + 
V = Mt] - NK,{\\u; + Key\\){uj + Ke^) + NT-^r), 
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which solves the global output regulation problem for the composite system (2.9), (2.10), (2.33) 
and (2.44). 
2.5 Simulation 
2 .5 .1 C a s e I: w i t h o u t u n k n o w n p a r a m e t e r s 
A control problem of a rigid-body micro-satellite is simulated to demonstrate the performance 
of control law achieved ahead. The spacecraft is assumed to have the inertia matrix [1] of 
^ 20 1.2 0 . 9 � 
J = 1.2 17 1.4 kg-m^ 
� 0 . 9 1.4 15 y 
which is known to the controller. The target angular velocity Q^d of frame Fr to be tracked is 
supposed to be expressed in the body frame Fr as 
( 5 s i n ( l 7 r t / 1 0 0 ) � 
^d = 5sin(27rVl00) rad/s 
^ 5sin(37rt/100) 
and the initial target unit quaternion 
7^e(0) = [0,0,0, i f . 
For the numerical simulation of controller, we assume that the initial attitude orientation of 
the spacecraft in the frame Fl is 
9(0) = [0.3,-0.2,-0.3,0.8832]^, 
and the initial value of the angular velocity in in the frame Ff, is 
n(0) = [0.06,-0.04,0.05j^rad/s. 
The gains of the control law are K = 0.2/3，Kz = 5OO/3. 
We consider the disturbance as follows: 
( 2 s i n ( 7 r t / 5 ) + sin(27rt/5) — c o s ( 3 7 r i / 5 ) � 
d{t) = - 2 sin(7rt/5) - 2 sin(27rV5) + cos(37rt/5) Nm, 
� 2 s i n ( 7 r i / 5 ) + cos(27ri/5) + sin(37rV5) 
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and 
dl = -"^Vdu 
d2 = +Vd2l -
ds = -2vdn + 夠 22 —卯 31 
with / . \ / . \ / \ Vdu 0 7 r / 5 Vdii 
\ �di2 / \ _7r/5 0 J y Vdi2 / 
/ . \ / ^ n /K\ / \ 
Vd2i _ 0 27r/5 Vd2i 
\ Vd22 / \ -27r/5 0 乂乂 Vd22 
/ . \ / . o /c\ / \ 
Vd3i _ 0 37r/5 Vd3i 
\ Vd32 / \ -37r/5 0 乂乂 Vd32 It is easy to see that 
/ 0 1 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 $1 = $2 = $3 = . 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
\ -2.215 0 -7.6369 0 -5.527 0 
And choose 
/ 0 1 0 0 0 0 \ 
- 3 - 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
Ml = M2 = Ms = 
0 0 - 2 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
� 0 1 0 0 - 3 - 1 / 
and 
Ni=N2 = N3 = (01010 i f . 
Figure 2.2. shows that the controller we design with output regulation method achieves the 
attitude tracking and disturbance rejection. 
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2 .5 .2 C a s e II: w i t h u n k n o w n parameters 
In order to simplify the calculation, we assume 
^ 10 0 0 \ / - 3 0 0 0 ^ 
Jw — Jwi = 0 0 0 kg • m^, or J^ = Jw2 - 0 0 0 kg • 
^ 0 0 0 y . \ 0 0 0 y 
J’ fid, 9c(0), g(0), f2(0) and K are the same with case I. 
In this case, 
= 'WlVfi^iV^n, 
where 
[ 0 TT/IOO Am = -TT/IOO 0 
「 0 2 兀 / 1 0 0 An2 = -27r/100 0 
「 0 3冗/100 
如3 = • -STT/IOO 0 
And then 
< 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 、 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 <h = 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
、-0.0022 0 一2.2226 0 -7.6423 0 -5.528 0 ^ 
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< 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 $2 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
� - 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 -0.0442 0 -2.3661 0 -7.746 0 -5.5467 0 ^ 
/ \ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
� — 1 . 9 4 1 9 X 10-5 0 -0.0219 0 -2.2905 0 -7.6914 0 -5.5368 0 J 
Choose 
� 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 � 
- 2 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
H 0 0 - 3 - 2 0 0 0 0 Ml = , 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - 2 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
^ 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 3 - 1 ^ 
37 
^ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 2 4 - 5 0 - 3 5 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, , 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 M2 = Ma = ， 
0 0 0 0 - 3 - 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
� 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 3 - 1 ^ 
and 
A^ i = (0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 严， 
iV2 = = (0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1)了 
To design the controller, we choose Li = 30’ L3 = 10’ L4 = 30’ /c2 = 0.2 and kz = 500. 
Figure 2.3 shows the system behavior with uncertainty Jw = Jwi and under the controller 
designed in case I. Figure 2.4 shows the system behavior under the controller we design in case II 
without system uncertainty. Figure 2.5 shows the system behavior under the controller designed 
in case II and with system uncertainty J^, = J^^. Figure 2.6 shows the system behavior under 
the controller designed in case II and with system uncertainty Jw : Jw2- I^om the figures, 
as expected, the parameter variations do not affect the tracking response of states with the 
controller designed in case II, which is in contrast with the controller designed in case I，where 
the same parameter variations significantly affect the steady state response of the states. 
2.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the attitude tracking control problem is addressed for a nonlinear system with 
time-varying disturbances and parameter uncertainties. The general framework for output reg-
ulation problem is used to obtain the attitude tracking and disturbance rejection of spacecraft 
motion. The advantages of this framework not only lie in its disturbance rejection but also 
in overcoming the presence of uncertain parameter. The numerical simulation shows the good 
performance of the method. Compared to the work in [1] to [6], the controller here achieves the 
asymptotic disturbance rejection instead of disturbance attenuation or zero-disturbance. 
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However, the design presented here does not consider the degree of optimality of the controller. 
Besides it is also interesting to further investigate the problem of designing the controller to 
improve the transient response and minimize energy cost. In [11], the author also pointed out 
the assumption of three independent inputs is not directly applicable if the spacecraft is equipped 
with magnetic coils as attitude actuators. Then the case of only two independent inputs available 
will be under consideration. 
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Figure 2.2: The first figure is the error angular velocities between Q. and without system 
uncertainty, and the rest figures are comparisons of reference states and practical states. 
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Figure 2.3: The first figure is the error angular velocities between Q and with system uncer-
tainty Jxo = J切 1，and the rest figures are comparisons of reference states and practical states. 
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Figure 2.6: The first figure is the error angular velocities between ft and Qd with system uncer-
tainty Jw = Ju)2, and the rest figures are comparisons of reference states and practical states. 
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Chapter 3 
Appl icat ion of Approximation 
Continuous-time Nonlinear Hoo 
Control Law 
It is known from Chapter 1 that the solvability of the disturbance attenuation problem comes 
down to the solvability of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs (HJI) equation. The main difficulty to 
directly apply the result to practical nonlinear systems lies on the fact that it is almost impos-
sible to obtain the closed form solution of the HJI equation due to its nonlinear nature. An 
approximation approach was developed to solve the HJI equation in terms of the Taylor series in 
[24]. In this Chapter, we will apply this algorithm to a practical engineering system to solve its 
disturbance attenuation problem. In the beginning of this Chapter, the approximation algorithm 
is introduced. Then the algorithm is applied to solve the disturbance attenuation problem for 
the flight control of aircraft in windshears approximately. Finally, the conclusion is given. 
3.1 Preliminaries of Approximation Continuous-time Nonlinear 
Hoq Control Law 
The writings in this section are mainly from [24]. Before describing the algorithm, we first 
introduce some useful notations. For any matrix K, we define 
八,(0) = 1’ / ( � = / ( , K � = K (8) 71 (8) • • • (8) K, i 二 2, 3’ …. 
� � ' 
i factors 
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where 0 stands for the Kronecker product. Also for any n-dimensional vector x = [xi, - • • , Xn]'^, 
we define 
a;[oj = 1，：r⑴ 二工 
a :间= [ 4 …x'^-^xn x^-'^xl x'^'^xix^ ••• 
x'l~^X2Xn • • . . • • x'^f k > 1. 
There exist constant matrices M^ and N^ such that 
0：丨句⑷，rr⑷二 iVfcrr问. 
For example, with n = 2, ;r(2) and x^ ^^  are given by, respectively, 
叫 「 1 (o\ XiX2 fol X"" ' = , X^ ' = X1X2 . 2 Xo L 2 J 
丄2 
Correspondingly, M2 and N2 are given by, respectively, 
r "I [ 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 M2 = 0 1 0 0 , ^ 2 = • 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 J 0 0 1 
Obviously, A/fc is not exclusive but N^ is. For instance, 
1 0 0 0 
M2 = 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
also satisfies the definition. It is noted that the dimensions of Mk and Nk are C{n,k) by n^ and, 
respectively, n^ by C(n, k) where 
Also, MkNk = /Jfj where / f is an identity matrix of dimension C(n, k) [25]. 
We also list some useful identities [24] involving the Kronecker product as follows: 
L e m m a 3.1 
(i) For k > 1, 
響 = 亡 ： ( 3 . 1 ) 
i=\ 
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where In denotes an n by n identity matrix. 
(ii) For J� G e R � and A e F T � , 
x^Ay = row{A){x (g) y) ( 3 . 2 ) 
where row : R^^^ 一 _^ixnm jg an operator that maps n by m matrix A = [a -^] to a 1 by mn 
row vector row {A) in the following way: 
row (A) = [ail ai2 ... aim ... ^ni • •. anm] 
(iii) For any integers i,j, A: > 0, and matrix T of dimension n by n'^ 
(a：� rr � ) r r r � 二 ( / « (8)T0 (�+於） (3.3) 
These notations are essential to the algorithm, because the application of these notations 
together with the lemma provides the possibility that the coefficients of Taylor series solution 
of HJI equation are governed by a sequence of linear algebraic equations and a algebraic Ricatti 
equation. 
First, using the above notations gives the following unique expression for V{x): 
1 °° 
V{x) = ^x'^Px + Y.PkX^''^- ( 3 . 4 ) 
fc=3 
Similarly, the Taylor series representation of f{x) and h{x) can be given by 
oo CO 
m = E = ； 冗 卜 ) • 
m=l m=l 
On the other hand we can write 
9l{x) = +乂1 刊⑷，92{x) = 52 广 j⑷， 
where 
= [Bn ••• Bi^J , B2 = [B21 ... B2m,] 
" l l + j � = [ " 1 1 � … " i m i ⑷ ]， i ^ l + l � 如⑷…没？爪“动 





Then we introduce the main results of the algorithm. 
Theorem 3.1 The coefficient vector P of the Taylor series expansions of V{x) satisfies the 
following equation: 
^ x ' ^ H x x X + x ^ P H p x X + ] - x ^ P H p p P x = 0 , (3 .5 ) 
where, 
Hp 工 = A , ffxx = CfCi 
Hpp = 
and the coefficient vectors Pjt of (3.4) satisfies the following equation 
Pk = H k U ^ ^ (3 .6) 
where 
/ k \ 
Uk = M k Y 1 攻 -1) ® ( ^ P x + H p p P ) <8) I ” N , (3 .7) 
\ i= i ) 
and Hk depends only on P, P3, • • •，Pk-\, 
( F, _ 9/2 7-1 \ 
V 2 7V 
th = - i (z, + 2E, + Ffc + 购 \ Gi — 2J2 — Gl) N,, fc 二 4 ’ 5 ’ … . (3 .8 ) 
2 \ T J 
Lemma 3.2 The eigenvalues of U^ are given by 
A = 队 + + 入 n (3 .9) 
where /i + . . . + /„ = A：’ ，... ’ = 0 ,1 ’ . . . , A; and Ai, • • • , A„ are eigenvalues of Hp：^ + HppP. 
The above lemma immediately leads to the existence condition of the Taylor series solution 
of (3.4) as follows. 
Corollary 3.1 There exists a unique solution P^ of (3.6) for A; > 3 if and only if for all k > 3, 
all li,l2, • • • ’ In e {0’ 1，2’ _.. } such that h + h-\ Mn 二 & 
+ + (3 .10 ) 
In the following, we introduce the parameters appeared in (3.7) and (3.8), 
fc-i 
Zk = Y j _ � S i H p p S l _ l + 2 ) , fc = 4’5，…. (3.11) 
/ = 3 
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k-1 Ek = Y r^ow{SiAk-i+i), /c = 3，4’.. ’ (3.12) 
1=2 
k-1 
Fk = Y^row{CfCk-i), k = 2,S,--- , (3.13) 
1=1 
ytj = B^Sl ,^, /c = l’2’ …•’ (3.14) 
k 
^ij = Y.謂腳S+i—O，A; = 2，3’ …’ (3.15) 
1=2 
k—1 n i l 
= 有”，人-=3,4’ …, (3.16) 1=2 j=l 
k—1 1712 
^^ 久• = 3’ 4，…， （3.17) /=2 j = l 
k-2 mi 
G 克,二 E E row{{WijfW,Y), /c = 4，5’ …•’ (3.18) 
1=2 j=l 
k-2 mi 
/c = 4’ 5’... ’ （3.19) 
I二2 j=l 
Remark 3.1 S/^ is a constant matrix of dimension by n and determined by P/,. To 
obtain Sf-： first we equally partition P^Mk as a 1 by n^  block matrix as follows 
PkMk = … 尸 1 . . . 2 1 
i-tuple i - t u p / c i一 tuple 
. … P i …2n Pji …nl …P^-nn] 
� V ‘ ‘ V •‘ 
i-tuple i-tuple i-tuple and, let 
尸1...11 ... 21 …Pfi …nl 
i —tuple i-tuple i-tuplc 
• • • 12 尸1-..22 ... Pn …n2 
p i 一 ^^^ V‘ ^^^ V‘ ‘V‘ 
厂 jt — i —tuple i-tuple i-tuple ) 
Pi... In •••2?i •… 
^ — w — ‘ ^ — V — ‘ — w — 




Sk = Y ^ ^ P i f ^ /c = 3 ’ 4，.... (3.20) i=l 
The above results have shown the coefficients of Taylor series solution for HJI equation can 
be calculated with one algebraic Ricatti equation and a sequence of linear algebraic equations, 
which leads to an iterative algorithm to obtain the Taylor series solution of (1.5) as described 
below. Assuming P, and Pk+i for /c = 2,3, • • • , AT are desirable, then the algorithm goes as 
follows. . 
Step 1: Solve the Ricatti equation (3.5) for F , obtain S2 = P, and set k = 2. 
Step 2: Form V^+i and C/fc+i which depend only on P,尸3’ …，-Pfc, and S2, S z , … ’ and 
obtain Pk+i from (3.6) and from (3.20). 
Step 3: U k = N stop. Otherwise k = k + 1 and return to step 1. 
Overall, the control law (1.6) can be approximated by 
0 0 
k=3 
3.2 Disturbance Attenuation of Flight Control System in Wind-
shears 
In this section, we will consider the disturbance attenuation problem associated with flight control 
system in windshears, which has been introduced in Chapter 1. First, we formulate this control 
problem as a nonlinear Hoc control problem. 
r 1T • • 
Letting V = Vq + xi, j = X2, a = u, z = h Mu ，w 二 Wh]'^ in equation (1.13) gives 
X = f{x) + 92{x)u + gi{x)w 
z - /mOe) + A;i2(:c)w， （3.21) 
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where 
( ao+ai(Vb+xi)+a2(Vb+xi)2) _ bopS(Vb+xi)^  \ /(rr) = m San I , a2(^ (Vo+xi) , copS(Vb+xi) _ g ‘ 
\ m(Vb+xi)卞 m 卞 m 卞 2m 一 Vb+xi / "1 � = ， 
X 2 - 1 \ Vo+xi Vo+xi J 
f bipSjVo+xif \ g2{x) = 2m , QQ , ojL , a2(Vb+xi) . cip5(Vb+xi) 
\ m(Vo+a:i)卞 m 卞 m 卞 2m / / [ao+ai(Vb+xi)-fa2(Vo+3:i)'^ ](x2+^) _ bopS{xi+Vofx2 , copS(xi+Vo)^  — \ 
hi{x) = 2m 十 ^ 9 V 0 ), 
knix) = 0 ， ) 
Vb > 0 and 6 are chosen so that 
/(O) = 0, hi{0) = 0, (3.22) 
i.e., 
ao + aiVo + a2V^ - ^bopSV^ = 0 
(ao 4- aiFo + aiV^)^ + ^-copSvl - mg = 0. 
A 
In the following, we use the algorithm developed in section 3.1 to achieve disturbance attenuation 
for this system. 
3 . 2 . 1 D e s i g n of C o n t r o l Law 
We first find the coefficient matrices of the functions f{x), etc as follows: 
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ai-h2a2Vo-bopSVo 一 
_ 石aQ 4 - 9o£S , g n . 4 十 m 十 2 m 十 U -
, _ (1’1) (2,1) 1 , I" (2,1) 
A2 = . „ , = , 
L m 2m ^ J 2x4 L 4 碌」2x8 
“ _hpSVl ‘ 
B2 = B21 = 2m ’ 
_Ofl_ 4. £1 4. 4. cipSVo 
.mVb m ' m ' 2m 
— [ 0 ] 只 2 — [ ( 1 ’ 1 ) ( 2 , 1 ) ' jDoi 一 , X^OI — _ ) __an , , ci£5 • -脾 A _ 卞 m 卞 2m u � L 2m � 2 x 4 
r r “！了 r -
Bn = [ 1 0 J , Bu=[o ’ 二 卜 1 Bi2 j ， 1 _ [ 0 0 ] 1 r 0 1 
召 11 = 1 ， ^ 1 2 = , ’ 
卜 i J U DJ 
52 _ f ( 2 ’ 2 ) ] B 2 _ [ ( 2 ’ 1 ) -
^ 1 1 - 1 ， 召 12 — 1 - ^ � 2 x 4 L W � 2 x 4 
(5a 1 + 260.2 Vb 4- CO p5 Vq n Ci = , 
0 0 r 1 r -
5a2-\-0.5copS ai+2a2Vo~bopSVo • q ( 1 ’ 2 ) 
二 0 0 0 0 ’ 一:5一 
_ U U U U � L 爪」 2 x 8 
R2 = M2, 
2 3 
where the Taylor series ^ ^ ^ 二击-“^十奇- " ^ + … ‘ 
Let 
• • 
- 〒 0 0 
R = 0 0 , 
0 0 
where 7 is the L2 gain between the output and exogenous signals. 
To be specific, we will solve HJI equation up to the 4th order. Choose 7 二 2’ we can calculate 
P from the following algebraic Ricatti equation: 
H;P + PHp 工 + H工工 + PHppP = 0, 
where 
B=[bi B2 ], Hp, = A, = C f C i , Hpp = -BR-'B^, 
52 
[0.11334 -6.1447 
P = S2= • -6.1447 361.47 
Applying (3.11) to (3.19) gives 
Es 二 row;(S"2A2)， 
2 
F2 = r_(Cf(7i)，Fs = ^row{CjCz-i) = row{C^C2) + row{ClCi), 
1=1 
M ^ f i = row(S2B}i), = row(S2B}2), 
^ n — ^ 1 2 = BJ2S2, 
H = row{{Wf,fY,\) + rowiiWf^fYl^). 
^21 — B21S2, 
H ^ l i = row{S2Bl,), 
from which we can calculate V3 and then P3 as follows: 
1/3 二 -(丑3 + ^ ^ ^ + 4 )场， L 
Us = Mz ( j 2 ^t'^ ® + ^PPP) ® j 
= M 3 ((//px + Hj^P) ® ) +/2(8) {Hp^ + HppP) 0/2 + ) ® {H^x + H^pP)) iVs, 
尸3 = VsU^K 
where h is the 2 x 2 unit matrix. From P3 we can calculate 二 + -P3 + which will be 
employed in the computation for solving P4. 
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In order to calculate P4, repeat the algorithm again, 
3 
E4 = r 则 = row;(52A3) + row{S3A2), 
1=2 
3 
F4 = 簡 ( C f O i - z ) = rowiCfCz) + 酬 ( C f C 2 ) + row{CjCi), 
1=1 
Z4 = rowiSsHppSl), . 
^n 二 BfiSj, Yi2 = BJ^^S『， 
3 
Wfi = row{SiBf-^) = row{S2Bj^) + ro^Ss^ h)， 
1=2 
3 





二 E 簡玛卞=簡 ( > S 2 树1) + rowiSsB^^), 
1=2 
1=2 




we can calculate V4 and then P4 as follows: 
1 / 9 rl I 广 1 \ V4 = Z4 + 2E, + F4+ ‘ , ' - 2 / | - e l iV4, 2 V 7 ( 4 \ f/4 = M4 ;^4“i)<8)(//pz + i/ppP)(8)4"") iV4 \t=i / 
二 a/4 ((丑+ H卯 P) ® i f ) + <8) (i/px + HppP) ® / f ) 
+ ) ® {Hp^ + HppP) + /：?) ® {Hpr + HppP))N4, 
Pa = VWfi. 
From P4 we can calculate 64 = P} + P | + P | + P：}. 
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In this case, 
Pi = 0.00013247 -0.040615 2.6694 -48.816 , 
P4 = -6 .4754 .10 -8 —6.2587.10-5 0.012204 -0.58759 7.9305 • 
Since the controller can be expressed as: 
0 0 
k=3 
we can obtain the linear, the second-order, and the third-order terms of the controller as follows: 
ui = -Hf iBfPa:， 
1/2 = - Px 
= - R^'row {{Bl.fP) x^'^ 
=-R2' [B^S^ + row {{Bl.fP)) 
U3 = — Si - R2' Px 
= 一 R-^ (工⑴广(Bgi)了对:T ⑵-(0：(2)广魄广尸 0；⑴ 
= - R ^ ' B ^ S j N s x ^ ' ^ - R-'row ((树 1 广对)⑶ _ R;�ow ((路广尸)rr� 
=-凡Ji {B^Sj + row {{Bl.fsl) + row {{Bl.fP)) iVsrr� 
where (3.3) is used. 
Then the linear approximation controller is u = ui, the second order approximation controller 
IS u = ui + U2, and the third order approximation controller is w 二 + U2 + u^, where in this 
case 
u\ = I 0.080228 一 10.059 
U2 = [9 .5714 .10-5 -0.045953 2.2376 
U3 = [4 .3227.10-8 8.6562.10-6 0.012087 -0.38878 
The controller design of this section repeats the iterative algorithm presented in the end of 
last section. Besides of P, the rest coefficients are all achieved via some simple linear matrix 
operations. That is to say, the approximation algorithm has bypassed the difficult computation 
of PDE and has converted the complex nonlinear control problem to some simple and system-
atic linear algebraic calculations. The advantage of the algorithm also lies in the simplicity of 
programming. The programs of this part have been attached in Appendix. 
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3 . 2 . 2 C o m p u t e r S i m u l a t i o n 
It has been shown that the algorithm is systematic and simple to follow and program. In this 
section, we evaluate the controllers achieved by this method. We will compare the stabilization 
and disturbance attenuation properties of linear controller, the second order nonlinear controller 
and the third order nonlinear controller for aircraft flight system in windshears. The horizontal 
and vertical speed of the windshear is given by [26] 
OTTf 
W^x = -W,osin{-—) 
/ 27rt \ 
Wh = -Who(1-cos{-—)] 
\ Tq J 
and To is the design parameter. The parameters and constants we use for the simulation are 
similar with [26] and [27]. 
With initial condition x(0) = [ _ i o 0.1 ], Figure 3.1 shows the system behaviors under 
different controllers without disturbance. All these three controllers are able to stabilize the 
closed-loop system. 
Choosing 
To = 60(sec), VV-^o = 50{ft/sec), Who = 30(/t/sec), 
gives 
Wi = . 
_ - 7 r s m ( g ) _ 
And choosing Tq = 60, W^^q = 40,0,50, and M,/,o = 25,30,0 respectively, gives 
- ] r 0 1 [ -'fcos{^) 
_ -訾 • ' ( 韶） J [ -7rsin{%) J � . 
With initial condition a:(0) = [ 0 0 ], Figure 3.2 to 3.5 shows the system behaviors with 
disturbance w = wi,iU2,ws or W4 respectively, and Figure 3.6 repeats the scenario of Figure 3.2 
but with disturbance w = lOu'i, under the linear controller, the second-order controller and the 
third-order controller. Figure 3.7 shows the system behaviors with disturbance w — for 
only the linear and the second-order controllers. Prom the figures, we can tell, with the small 
sinusoidal disturbance in Figure 3.2 to 3.5, three controllers have almost the same performances, 
but for the large sinusoidal disturbance, the second order is the best, and the third order controller 
is the worst. Especially, in Figure 3.6, the third order nonlinear controller could not keep the 
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Frequency 3nd order controller 2nd order controller Linear controller 
u; = I d ivergence 30.989 32.318 
u; 二 f 24.697 22.907 24.091 
UJ = ^ 17.971 17.522 18.582 
Table 3.1: Maximal steady state amplitudes of h with Am = 13[-!7r — t厂. 
Amplitude 3nd order controller 2nd order controller Linear controller 
Am = 9[- |7r -TT 厂 20.435 19.821 20.644 
Am = 13[- |7r -TT] 了 d ivergence 30.989 32.318 
= 1 7 [ - |冗 - t t ] ^ d ivergence 42.779 divergence 
Table 3.2: Maximal steady state amplitudes of h with a; = 
system bounded, but the rest two controllers can achieve a bounded motion. And in Figure 3.7， 
only the second order controller can achieve a bounded motion. 
To demonstrate more scenarios, Table 3.1 lists the steady state amplitudes of the time re-
sponse of the vertical acceleration h for several different disturbance frequencies with A^ = 
13[- |7r - tt]^ and Table 3.2 lists the steady state amplitudes of the time response of the 
vertical acceleration h for several different disturbance amplitudes with a; = It can be seen 
that when the amplitude of the disturbance is relatively small, the performances of the linear, 
second-order and third-order controllers are similar. But as the amplitude of the disturbance 
increases, the performance of the second-order controller is better than the linear and the third-
order controllers. 
3.3 Conclusions 
In this section, we have applied an approximation method to design continuous-time nonlinear 
Hoo controllers for the flight control system in windshears. The outcome of the investigation 
shows, on one hand, that the complex algorithm developed in [24] can be successfully imple-
mented by programming softwares such as Matlab, and on the other hand, that a higher order 
approximation of nonlinear //ooControl law may perform better than a linear Hoo controller, a 
conclusion that may not be taken for granted. 
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Figure 3.1: The states, input , and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the th i rd order controller, w i th no-zero in i t ia l states and without 
disturbance. 
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Figure 3.2: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the third order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance 
w = wi. 
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Figure 3.3: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the third order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance 
w = W2. 
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Figure 3.4: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the third order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance 
w = w-^. 
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Figure 3.5: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the third order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance 
W = 11)4. 
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Dotted: linear controller, Solid: 2nd order Dotted: linear controller, Solid: 2nd order 
.xio' controller, Dashdot: 3rd order controller controller, Dashdot: 3rd order controller 
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Figure 3.6: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller, 
the second order controller and the third order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance 
w = lOu^i. 
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, ,„ . Dotted: linear controller, Solid: 2nd order controller „ „ . ,. , ,, j n 」 „ 0"'° I ！ , Dotted: linear controller, Solid: 2nd order controller 
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Figure 3.7: The states, input, and output behavior comparisons between the linear controller 
and the second order controller, with zero initial states and disturbance w = ISi^i. 
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Chapter 4 
Application of Approximation 
Discrete-time Nonlinear Hoo Control 
Law 
In this chapter, we will apply the approximation discrete-time nonlinear i^ oo control law for the 
discretized RTAC system. This part of work is mainly from the paper [31] written by J.Huang and 
me. Like the continuous-time case, we have shown in Chapter 1 that the solvability of the discrete-
time nonlinear Hqo control problem comes down to the solvability of the discrete Hamilton-Jacobi-
Isaacs (DHJI) equation. The difficulty to directly use the result given in Chapter 1 lies on the 
fact that only in few cases is one able to obtain the closed form solution for DHJI equation. Thus 
instead of using the closed form solutions, we approximate the controller (1.12) in an iterative 
algorithm [23]. In this chapter we first introduce the approximation algorithm and present 
the expressions of up to third-order approximate controllers. Then we apply the approach to 
designing an approximate discrete nonlinear Hqq control law to achieve disturbance attenuation 
for the discretized RTAC system. Finally, the computer simulation and the conclusion is given. 
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4.1 Preliminaries of Approximation Discrete-time Nonlinear 丑� 
Control Law 
Using the same notations as those in Chapter 3 gives the following unique expressions for the 
Taylor series expansions V(x),u*(x),w*(x): 
1 oo V(x) = + (4.1) 
fc=3 
oo oo 
u*(x) = ^ [ / k X ^ ^ l = (4.2) 
k=l k=l 
where P is n x n symmetric matrix and Pk, Uk, W^ are row vectors. 
‘ The following result is from [23]. 
Theorem 4.1 Consider the system (1.7) with m = r = p = 1. Let the Taylor series 
representations of A{x), B{x), E{x), C{x), D{x), and F{x) be given by 
00 oo 
A{x) = + BOr) = B + E^:rlW， 
k=2 k=l 
oo oo 
Eix) = + E五fcO；阅，C{x) = Cx + ^CkX^^\ 
k=l k=2 ‘ 
oo oo 
D{x) = D + ^Dfcx t^ l , = F + (4.3) 
fc=i fc=i 
Then the coefficient vectors of the Taylor series expansions of u*(x), w*{x) and are given 
by 
Ui ] ^ J r B^PA + D^C ‘ 
= - R - ^ (4.4) 
W^i E'^PA + FTC 
L J L -where 
BTpB + DTD B^PE + DTF , � 
R = (4.5) 
ETpB + FTD ETpE + F T F - � 
and P is governed by the following discrete-time algebraic Ricatti equation 
P = A^PA + CFC 
BTpyi + DTC V 1 r BTPA + DTC 
- R-^ 
E'^PA + F^C E^PA + FTC 
— J U J (4.6) 
and, for k > 2, 
1 = (4.7) 
Pk+iLk+i = Hk+i (4.8) 
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where, for k > 2’ 议,拔,rjj^, and rjJ^ depend only on P, P2,…，Pk, and ( U i , W i ) , … ’ 
(Uk-u^k-i), and Lk+i and Hk+i depend only on P, P 3 , • • •, Pk, and (C/i,VKi),…’ (C/fc_i, Wfc_i). 
Explicit expressions for rj^, and r?]^  as well as Lk+i and Hk+i can be found in [23] as 
follows: 
“ 1 = [ + r u E � j (4 9) 
— J L 一 
二 -R-' Gt Nk (4.10) 
Lk = MkA'^N, - /ifl + {{cf>JPB + D)^ ® a-iMk-i 
H ^ T P E + i p j F - (4.11) 
1 &一1 
Hk = row{<pJPcf>j + i^f^Pj - -i^MjWl'WjMj)Nk - Y , PjMjVkjNk 
^ o 
i+j = k tj>2 
/ 了 \ 
[ P 0 1 1 r + + Ak-i + + 
-row V；! (Dr/j^.i + Fr])^_,)Mk-i + C^-i + + ^^ 




GjJ ] _ [ B'^PiAk + 邵 + 五n + DT�Ck + + F^)-
Gf ETp(Ak + E^) + FT(Ck + + FF) 
• J L _ 
- T c y w { B j P c t > ^ + Dj^^) + E - = 3 P j M j B � ‘ 
+ ‘’仍 (4.13) 
T^，" row{ETPcl>j + FfVi) + ZU ？：！明 - i，j21 -
Bi = E 迎 ， 1 (4.14) 
t + a=j 
s>0,t>k-l 
k Bk = Y . ^ Y . IVi)®Bs<^rm(“))，5>0 (4.15) 
t = l J+m=t l>i-\,m>k-i 




El' = H s>0 (4.17) 
t = l J+m=t l>i-l,m>k-i 
'Olxn“ j = 0’/c>0 
Tkj = 1. k = j = 0 (4.18) 
J2il+i2 + - + ij=k </>i ® ® ' • • ® (f>ij， k>j>l 
and for k > 1, 
= BUkMk + EWkMk + {Ak + + E^) 
^k = DUkMk + FWkMk + (Cfc + D^ + F]^) 
U 0， /c = 1 
‘ ~ [/声/力’ k > i tj>i 
0, k = 1 J^W _ 
® WjMj), k>l 
0， k = l 
E …:kDi(ji�<^UjMj), k>l i j>l 
0， k = 1 F f = “•� (4.19) 
ij>l 
In (4.15) and (4.17), BO 么B and EQ t / E. 
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The above theorem leads to an iterative algorithm to obtain the Taylor series solution of 
(1.10) to (1.9) as described below. Assuming P , and {Uk,Wk,Pk+i) for fc = 2，3，...，iV are 
desirable, then the algorithm goes as follows. 
Step 1: Solve the discrete Ricatti equation (4.6) for P , obtain Ui and Wi from equation (4.4), 
and set k = 2. 
Step 2: Form Lk+i and Hk+i which depend only on P, P3, • • •, Pk, and {Ui,Wi),…， 
(C/fc_i, Wfc_i), and obtain Pk+i from (4.8). 
Step 3: Form 钱,Cfc, and t)^ which depend only on P, P3, • • •, Pk, and (Ui,Wi), 
(C/fc-i, Wk-i) , and obtain Uk and Wk from (4.7). 
Step 4: U k = N stop. Otherwise k = k + l and return to step 1. 
It is seen that , in a way similar to the continuous case, the problem of approximating the 
discrete nonlinear i/00 control laws is reduced to solving one discrete algebraic Ricatti equation 
and a sequence of linear algebraic equations. 
4.2 Explicit Expression of ti间 
In Section 4.1，we have obtained Pk, Uk and Wk- But the approximation controller can not 
be directly expressed with these parameters. We will find the explicit expression of w阅 in 
this section. Here, we just give the expression of up to third-order controller, the higher-order 
controller can be generated with the same method. 
To obtain the third order controller from (1.12), we need to calculate Huu{x,u*,w*) and 
Hwu[x,u*,w*) up to the second order using the following formulas 
J a=A(x)+B(x)u*+E(x)i(；•‘ 
/W:i:’uW) 二 五 了 � ( p ^ ) B{x) + F^{x)D{x), 
/ a=A{x)+B{x)u*+E{x)w* 
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We first look for the second order term of o： in la=A(x)+B{x)u*+E{x)w* > 
d^V a2(P3M3a(3)) + 尸4M4a � ) ^ = + ^ 
_ 尸 I a[P3M3S?=i(a(“i)(8)/4<g>a(3-”)]T d [P4M44^i(a(一 1) O 0 一)]了 
da da 
二 p I a [ ( a � ) 糾 T I g [(巧(3)糾 T 
da da 
= ^ L^ 1 H L i L 
da da 
= P + [Sf S U a “ - i ) 0 /4 <S> 广 + | 5 � S ? = i ( a “ - 1 ) 力广 
= P + (c/o) (2)/4® a(i) + a � <g> “ <3 a^^^fSs 
+ (S>l4<S> a ( 2 ) + a �因 h � + a � 0 / 4 0 a ( o ) f 
= P 
where the identity (3.2) is applied, Sz and S � a r e d fined in (3.20) and uniquely determined by 
P3 and P4, and 
53(a) = (a(�)(8)/4(8)a(i) + a(i)(8)/4<8)Q:(o))T 
5 4 ( a ) 二 （a (o)(8)J4<8)a⑵ + a⑴(8)J4(2)c^⑴+c^⑵(8)/4<8>c / o ) ) T 
(4.20) 
Also, we have 
= ⑵ + 0丨3+1 ⑷， 
where (9(3+1(2：) denotes any smooth function which vanishes at the origin together with its first 
and second order derivatives. 
Using identities (3.3) and (3.3) gives 
= • ( « ( � ) a � ) B a ( o ) + (a � ( g ) /彳(8> a ( i ) )彻 (�)+ (a � ® A (8> a(o))Sa(o)] 了 S^B 
= . ( 40 ) (8) B � 42))a � + (4” 0 胸 + ( 4 2 )� B<S> 40))叫 T 邮 
= B ^ s r [ ( / f i f ) + ( ^ ( 1 ) � B � /(D) + (jf)公 B � j f ) ) ] a(2) 
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x'^bJSz{oc)SzB = B'^Sl [u <8) {<i>ix) + (g) h] Bix + ot^ +l 
=B'^Sl [{U <S> <f)i){l4 <S)x) + {<j)i 0 l4){x (8) J4)] Bix + 0[3+� 
=B'^Sl UI4 <S> 0i)(:r(o) <S)h<S) x)Bix + {<t>i ® h){x 0/4(8) :c(o))_Bi;r| + 0[3+l 
= B ^ S f [(/4 <8> (8)历 ® /4)a:(2) + (01 (8) h ) { h <8> 历 0 if)):r(2)] + 0[3+j 
= 5了< S � [ ( / 4 % (8) / 4 ) a r � + 0 h ) { h (g) + 0[3+l 
• = B^Sl [Bi (8) 01 + 01 (8) Bi] a : � + o'^+l 
= 5 � � 5 3 �爲 a : + (913+1 
(4.21) 
and 
B'^S3{a)S3B = B^SlBza 
B'^Sz{oc)S^Bix = x'^BjSlBzOi = ro—Bf 『东 0i):E(2) + Ot^+l 
where 
B3 = (g) 01 + 01 (8) Bi 
Bs = ( / f + 
Similarly, we have 
ET§4 � S4B = BTslRia � , 
x^E[S3(a)S3B = 5了�53了 左3:r � + 0[3+l 
ET � a)S3B = BTsi%a(” 
E'^S3(a)S3Bix = + O^^+l 
where 
E4 = ( / f ® E ® / f ) + ® £ ® / f ) + (if) ^E^ / f ) 
B3 = Bi(S>(pi+(pi0 El 
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Now, we have 
= (B^ + xTbT + a：� TB[ + 0[3+l � + B 口 + Bsrr � + 
={B^ + x^Bl + a : � + + 53(^ )53 + … 
'{B + Bix + + o[3+l ⑷）+ DTD 
=B^PB + D^D + B^PBix + + X'^BJ'PB + X^BJ^PBicc 
+ : r ( 2 广 + B'^S3{a)S3B + B'^S3{a)S3Bix + x^B'[S3{a)S3B 
= B ^ P B + D^D + WTpB 口 + 2 丑了 + row � PBi)x � 
+ 灼 『 应 4«(2) + 0[3+l(rr) 
=B'^PB + D'^D + {2B'^PBi + B'^SlB3(j)i)x 
+ [2B'^PB2 + rawiBjPBi) + + raw{Bl Sl Bz(t>i) 
+ 对云 3 + 办 + 0�3+l � 
= B ^ P B + D^D + Bix + + 
where 
Bi = 2BTpBi + 
B2 = 2B'^PB2 + row{BlPBi) + + rowiBf S^ B3(f>i) + B^SJBS + 
Similarly, we have 
=(丑T + + x^^^^El + + B,x + B^x^^^ + 0^(0:)) 
=E'^PB + F'^D + Eix + + 
where 
El = BTpEi + E'^PBi + BTSJEscH 
E2 = ETpB2 + BTpE2 + row(Ej^PBi) + BTsi^Bsh + 7�ow(Bj^Si^E3(h) 
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Finally noting that 
=(BTpB + D^D + Bix + 应 � E T p B + F'^D + E^x + 应之^：⑵)+ O 叫 ⑷ 
= - M W D ) — + FTD + 应 + 細2 ) ) + o � 3 + j � 
=ETPB + FTd f El (E^PB + F^D)bA 
=WpbTWD [WPBTWD ~ (B^PB + D^ny J ^ 
_ f (E^PB + _ E2 _ 聯 ） ^ ^(2) + o丨3+l(工） 
[BTPB + D'^D)'^ BTPB + DTD [B^PB + D^Df J 、巧 
gives the third order controller as follows 
U � = U , x + + 仏 0 ：【3】- + 二 {w - l ^ i x - 一恢3工[31) 
一 ^WpWTWD 一 $ - 灼 I 一 恢2工⑵) 
{B^PB + BTPB + DTD 十（5了尸5 + ) 工 、 秘 ^^^^^^ 
(4.22) 
Dropping the third order terms and the second order terms in (4.22) gives the second order 
controller as well as the linear controller as follows 
u 间 = U , x + - {w - W,x -
[B^PB + dtd (B^PB + D^ny 广 1 J 
u = Uix - [B^PB + + F'^D){w - Wix). (4.23) 
4.3 Disturbance Attenuation of RTAC System 
In this section, we will consider the disturbance attenuation problem for the discretized model of 
RTAC system. The continuous-time model is given in equation (1.15) of Chapter 1. Discretizing 
(1.15) via Eiiler's method with h as the sampling period gives the discrete-time state space 
equation of RTAC system as follows. 
x{t + l) = A{x{t)) + B{x{t))u{t) + E{x{t))w{t), i =： 0,1’ 2’ … ， （4.24) 
where x{t), u{t) and w{t) are the short-hand notations for x{th), u{th) and w{th) with t = 
0，1’2，..-, a n d 
= hf{x) + x, B{x) = hg2{x), E{x) = hgi{x) (4.25) 
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Our objective is find a full information approximate nonlinear Hoo control law to achieve 
disturbance attenuation for the discrete-time RTAC system. For this purpose, let us introduce 
a performance output variable z defined as follows 
2 = C{x) + D{x)u + F{x)w (4.26) 
where C{x) = rci + 岭2 + 巧 + with 6 a nonnegative real number, D{x) = d with d a 
nonnegative real number, and F{x) = 0. When S = d = 0, the performance output = rci is just 
the cart position, and when 5 > 0 and d�0， the p rformance output ；z is a linear combination 
of the state variable x and the control input u. It is expected that a nonzero S and/or nonzero 
d can be used to trade-off the performance and the required control effort. 
To be specific, we will design a third order controller in this section. For this purpose, we 
need to expand the functions i4(x) B{x), E{x), C{x), D{x) and F{x) up to third order. Doing 
so leads to the following matrices with the notations defined in (4.3). 
1 h 0 0 
1 0 0 r (2,11) (2,48) (4,11) (4,48) A = , = 04x16, >13 = ^ 1 ， 
� � 1 " [_ h 盖 咱 黑 J 4,64 
劫 0 0 1 
0 
R . . I" (2,11) (4,11)" B = , -Di - U4X4’ -02 = . n h 65 u 25 U L ^ ^ _几丽」4x16 .^24 -
0 
E = 24 , El = 04x4’ E2 = ( ’ ） （ ， ） ’ 
U L "576 "576�4x16 
C = 1 5 5 5 , C2 = Oixie, C's = 0ix64, 
D = d, Di =0ix4, = 0ixi6, 
F = 0, Fi =0ix4, = 0ixi6. 
Let us first find the linear term of the solution of the DHJI equation with 6 = 0.2, d = 1, 
h = 0.01 and 7 = 10 which can be straightforwardly obtained by solving (4.6) and (4.4) and the 
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results are as follows 
402.17 27.642 -22.978 —37.215 
27.642 453.29 8.7132 -17.22 P = ’ (4.27) -22.978 8.7132 1.5475 1.792 
-37.215 -17.22 1.792 3.92 
and 
Ui = -0.5648 0.92584 —0.19988 -0.27587 , 
= 0.0032238 0.047527 0.00089446 —0.0018349 . 
* Since A2 = 0，Bi = 0，D\ = 0,C2 = 0, Ei = 0，Fi = 0，it can be easily seen that the second 
1 
order term of the solution of the DHJI equation is as follows , 
U2 = Oixio, = Oixio,尸3 = Oix20, S3 = 0i6x4- (4.28) 
To obtain the third order term of the solution of the DHJI equation, let us first form L4 and 
H4 as follows. 
L4 = M40(i4)iV4 — 44) 
+ K^PTPB + � Df (8)钱 Ms + {(pfPE + ipjF — i^Wj^f ® i^M-,] N,, 
where 
4 3 = M4{rnBi + ruEl)Nz, 
这=M4(r2iB'i + r22B'i)N3, 
4 ( \ 
B'i = [ = B f = ^ [ Ti^i-l)®Bo®r.mi4-i) 
t + s = 3 i—l / + m = 3 J 
s > 0 , t > 3 \ i > i - l , m > 4 - i / =Foo r33 + Tu <S> Bo ^ T22 + T22 <8>-So (8> Tn + Fss <S>Bo<^ Too, 
4 ( \ 
El = Y. = = E IV_1)<8)丑0®r.m(4-i) 
t 十 S = 3 t = l l + m=3 J s>0, t>3 \l>i-l, m>4-i / 
二 Foo <^Eo<S> r-ss + Fii <S)Eo<S) [22 + [22 <S> Eq ^ Fn +�33 � Foo, 
Foo = 1, Til = 01, r22 = 01 ® (/>1, r33 = 01 (g) 01 (8) 01, 
Bo = B, Eo = E, 
01 = BU�Mi + EWiMi + 儿 
功 1 = DUiAh + FWiMi + C. 75 
The row vector H4 can be calculated as follows: 
H4 = + - J^M[W^W2M2)N4 - F3M3r43N4 
/ f j i \ 
I" Pc^i "I I" (Br,^ + Erj^)M3 + A3 + B这 + E^ 1 
-row 功 1 (Dry^ + Fr)^)M3 + C3 + D^ + F^ N4, 
\ J / 
where, 
ip2 = DU2M2 + FW2M2 + ( C 2 + + F^), 
[43 = 01 (8> 01 (8) 02 + 02 <8) 01 <8) </>l + 0 02 <8) 01, 
说 1 1 [ 
_成 j L 玄_ 
G g = + + E^) + D'^iCs + D^ + F^) 
+row{BlP(f)2 + + row{B'^P(f)i + D'^ipi) + P3M3BI 
G^ = + + E^) + F^(C3 + DI + F^) 
+row 诚 P(f>2 + + row{E'^Ph + FJ^i/ji) + P3M3EI 
E'2"=即4<8)WiMI)’ 
D2 = DiiU^UiMi), 
F^ = Fi(/4®VFIMI), 
= Bi(/4 (8) U2M2) + S 2 ( / f ^ t / iMi), 
二 Ei{U (8) W2M2) + ® WiMi), 
Dl = Di(/4 U2M2) + D2( / f ^ ® f/ iMi) , 
F^ = Fi{U <8) W2M2) + F2{lf^ ® WiMi), 
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Bl = E = Bf + Bf t + s=3 s>0, t>2 
3 / \ 3 / \ 
1=1 \ l+m=3 / i=l \ f+m=2 
m>3~i / \ i > i - l , m>3- i / 
= ^ (r i i (8)B(g)i \ni)+ ^ ( r i2®B(8) r^o) /+Tn=3 f 十 m=3 /+m=3 
1>Q, m>2 />1, m>l l>2, m>0 
+ 爪2)+ J ] {Vn r^ o) 
l + m=2 l+m=2 / + m = 2 (>0, m>2 />1, m>l l>2, m>Q 
= T o o ® B ^ r32 + Tio (8) B ® T22 + + F n 
+r32 (g) B (8) Too + r22 (8) B (g) Fio + Too (8>Si (g) T22 + Tu ® (g) Fn + r22 <8)^ 1 <8) Foo, 
均 = Z = 均 0 + 1 + 3 = 3 s>0, t>2 3 / \ 3 / \ 
= E E r�i_i)<8> 五 i) E ^ l a - D ^ - ^ i ^ ^ m i s - i ) 
i = l (+m=3 i = l i+m=2 \l>t-l, m>3-i / \l>i-l, m>3-i / 
= F o o 0 <8) r32 + r io (E> 五(8) r22 + r n (g)丑(g) r2i + r2i 丑� r n 
+r32 ® 丑� Foo + r22 ® 丑 ® Fio + Foo ^ Ei^ T22 + r n ^ El <S) Tn + T22 ^ Ei ^ Too, 
and 
r32 = <^2 <8) + </>l <8) (/>2, Fio 二 0 i x 4 ’ � 2 1 = </)2’ 
•2 = BU2M2 + EW2M2 + {A2 + + E^)-
Using (4.8) and (4.13) with k = 4 gives 
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and then here 
P4 = = [178.42 83.024 -8.9588 -194.29 275.14 
75.947 28.702 -13.255 -69.447 29.016 
98.195 -31.454 一 183.28 5.2063 -73.57 
-126.36 -1.1299 41.294 71.673 28.639 
95.619 47.355 -46.764 21.619 26.429 
42.78 -9.333 -49.1 32.38 50.18 
-0.097963 -2.7888 -4.9062 -7.3569 -3.9893]ix35, 
U3 = [2.1846 0.85148 0.88087 -0.54069 2.5123 
0.63429 1.8631 -0.46251 -1.6363 -1.1538 
1.2889 0.025736 -1.1789 0.080127 -0.55424 
- 1 . 3 8 6 3 0.00027142 0.019299 0.29456 0.26984]ix20, 
W i = [0.011915 0.056461 0.0093656 0.0023817 0.033882 
-0.0051857 —0.03302 -0.00080421 -0.010459 -0.014978 
0.040698 0.014287 -0.01618 0.0033511 0.0042611 
0.0059355 -0.00093166 - 0 . 0 0 4 8 3 6 7 0.0037494 0.0055233]ix2o-
Applying (4.23) and (4.22), we have the third order controller as follows 
^^⑶ 二 u^x + - BT二BDTD —恢 _ 恢3工【31) 
I E'^PBB E ) � 
+ [{BTPB + D^D)^ “ BTPB + D^^DJ (切"“丄到’ 
and the linear controller as follows 
=Uix - (B^PB + D'^D)-\E'^PB)(w - Wix), 
4.4 Computer Simulation 
Here we will present some computer simulation results for the discretized RTAC system. These 
computer simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance of our control law. 
First, we consider the stabilizing properties of controllers. With initial condition a:(0) 二 
[ 1 —1 1 — 1 ]，Figure 4.1 shows the system behaviors under different controllers without 
disturbances, both linear controller and third-order controller are able to stabilize the closed-
loop system. 
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Frequency Nonlinear controller Linear controller 
u = 2 1.0335 1.1543 
a; = 3 0.43105 0.44706 
cj = 4 0.23858 0.24053 
Table 4.1: Maximal steady state amplitudes of x\ with Am = 3.5. 
Next, we show the phase portraits of the states to compare the controllers with respect to the 
attraction region for the closed-loop system. For initial condition a;(0) = [ 1.5 -1 .5 1.5 -1 .5 ], 
Figure 4.2 tells the third-order controller performs better than the linear one, since the state tra-
jectories of closed-loop system under the third-order controller can approach to the origin but 
the trajectories under the linear controller go to a limit cycle. 
Finally, we discuss the disturbance attenuation properties of the two controllers. Figure 
4.3 shows the time responses of the four states of the open-loop system under a sinusoidal 
disturbance F{t) = sin{2.5t) with zero initial condition. Part (a) and (b) of Figure 4.4 show the 
time responses of the position output xi of the closed-loop system and the control input under 
the linear and third-order controller, respectively, with the disturbance F{t) = sin{2.5t) and zero 
initial condition. Part (a) and (b) of Figure 4.5 repeat the scenario of Figure 4.4 but with the 
disturbance F{t) = 6sin{2M). 
To demonstrate more scenarios, Table 1 lists the steady state amplitudes of the time re-
sponse of the position variable xi for several different frequencies with Am = 3.5 and Table 
2 lists the steady state amplitudes of the time response of the position variable xi for several 
different amplitudes with to = 2.0. It can be seen that when the amplitude of the disturbance 
is relatively small, the performances of the linear and third-order controllers are similar. But 
as the amplitude of the disturbance increases, the performance of the third-order controller is 
better than the linear controller. In particular, for the case where u> 二 2.5’ when the amplitude 
of the disturbance is increased to 5, the trajectories of the closed-loop system resulting from the 
linear controller go unbounded while the trajectories of the closed-loop system resulting from the 
third-order controller remain bounded. This case shows that the stability domain of the closed-
loop system resulting from the third-order controller may be larger than that of the closed-loop 
system resulting from the linear controller. 
The programs of the simulation is attached in Appendix. 
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Amplitude Nonlinear controller Linear controller 
Am = 0.5 0.16455 0.16485 
Am = 2 0.61135 0.65917 
Am = 3.5 1.0335 1.1543 
Table 4.2: Maximal steady state amplitudes of xi with uj = 2. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this section, we have applied an approximation method to design a discrete nonlinear H^o con-
troller for the discretized RTAC system. The outcome of this study shows, like the continuous-
time case, on one hand that the complex algorithm developed in [23] can be successfully imple-
mented by routine software package, and on the other hand shows that, a higher order approxi-
mation of nonlinear //"oocontrol law may perform better than a linear Hoo controller, a conclusion 
that may not be taken for granted. 
Solid: nonlinear controller, Dotted: linear controller Solid: nonlinear control input. Dotted: linear control input 
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Figure 4.1: Time responses of rri and u for the linear controller and the third order controller 
without disturbances. 
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Figure 4.2: Phase portrait of ^ for the linear controller，the third order controller and the fifth 
order controller. 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Time response of xi , (b) Time response of X2, (c) Time response of 0:3, and (d) 
Time response of X4. 
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The research in this thesis focuses on applications of nonlinear control techniques to practical 
engineering systems, including attitude control and asymptotic disturbance rejection of rigid 
spacecraft via output regulation method, disturbance attenuation of aircraft control system in 
windshears by approximate continuous-time nonlinear Hoa control, and disturbance attenuation 
of the discrete nonlinear benchmark system by approximate discrete-time nonlinear Hoo control. 
The main contributions of the thesis are in order: 
• To investigate the solvability of global robust output regulation problem of rigid spacecraft 
attitude control system and to achieve unbounded energy disturbance rejection as well as ref-
erence trajectory tracking with sinusoidal disturbance of unknown amplitude and initial phase 
based on the general framework of output regulation. We have overcame three major obstacles 
during applying the output regulation method: find a closed-form solution of the regulator equa-
tions and show it satisfies certain conditions, design an appropriate nonlinear internal model, 
and globally stabilize the augmented system. 
• To apply an approximation method to design the continuous-time nonlinear H沈 controllers 
for aircraft control systems in windshears. The performances of the computer simulations shows 
that an approximation of nonlinear Hqq control law may perform better than a linear controller. 
Moreover, the procedure of programming proves the complex algorithm to achieve the approx-
imation nonlinear controller can be easily realized by the routine software. It brings much 
convenience for engineering design. 
• To apply an approximation method to design the discrete-time nonlinear Hoo controllers for 
RTAC system. Similarly with continuous-time case, two contributions are achieved here. On one 
hand, the approximation of nonlinear controller may perform better than the linear controller. 
On the other hand, the programming realization of the complex algorithm is feasible. 
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Just as mentioned in Chapter 2, the controller design in attitude control of rigid spacecraft 
does not consider the degree of optimality of the controller. The natural next step is to improve 
the transient response of the closed-loop system and minimize energy cost of the controller. 
On the other hand, it is interesting to consider the application of output regulation to some 
underactuated systems, which sometimes comes from the actuator failures or various construction 
constraints. 
My future work will also focus on the following problems: 
• Continue to investigate the global robust output regulation problem and apply it to more 
emerging and significative engineering problems. 
• Study more nonlinear control techniques in order to obtain more methods to design non-
linear control laws for practical engineering systems. 
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Programs for flight control in windshears 
%% Program to calculate the coefficients 
%% File name: main一windshear.m 
clear all 
• close all 
% find out f(x) g_l(x) g_2(x) h_l(x) k_12(x) 
% xdot=f(x)+g_l (x)w+g_2(x)u 
% z=h_l(x)+k_12(x)u 
% step 1 
% get AA_2 ... A—n from f(x); get C_1 from h_l(x); B_1 from g_l; B_2 from 
% g_2, R_2 from k—12 and gamma 

















A=[ (al+2*a2*V0-b0*rho*S*V0)/m -g; 
-delta*a0/(m*V0*V0)+a2*delta/m+c0*rho*S/(2*m)+g/V0^2 0]; 
A_2=zeros(2,4); 
A_2( 1，1 )=a2/m-bO*rho*S/(2*m); 
A_2(2,l)=delta*a0/(m*V0^3)-gA^0^3; 
A_3=zeros(2，8); 
A 一 3(2’ 1 )=-delta*aO/(m*VOM)+gA^OM; 
C_l=[(delta*al+2*cIelta*a2*V0+c0*rho*S*V0)/m0; 
0 0]; 
C_2=[(delta*a2+0.5*c0*rho*S)/m (al +2*a2*V0-b0*rho*S*V0)/m 0 0; 
0000]; 
C_3=[0 (a2-0.5*b0*rho*S)/m 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 000000] ; 
B _ l l = [ l 0]•； 
B_12=[0-l/V0]' ; 






B2- l l (2’2) 二-1/VO 八 2; 
B2_12=zeros(2,4); 
B2—11(2’1)=-1/V0A3; 
B_2=[-b 1 *rho*S*V0^2/(2*m) a0/(m*V0)+al/m+a2*V0/m+cl*rho*S*V0/(2*m)]'; 
B_21=B_2; 
BI_21 =[-b 1 *rho*S*VO/m 0; 
-a0/(m*V0^2)+a2/m+c 1 *rho*S/(2*m) 0]; 
B2_21=zeros(2,4); 
B2—21(1,1 )=-b 丨 *rho*S/(2*m); 
B2_21(2，l) 二 aO/(m*VO 八 3); 
R_2=M*M; 
gamma=2; 
% step 2 




H_pp 二 B_ 1*B_1 ygamma^2-B_2*R_2^(-1 )*B_2,; 
% step 3 
% get P from the Riccati Equation 
% using care function 
ml =size(B_l,2); 
m2 = size(B—2，2); 
R 二 [-gammaA2*eye(ml) zeros(ml,m2) ； zeros(m2,ml) R一2]; 
B=[B_1 B—2]; 
P=care(H_px，B，H一xx，R); 
% step 4 
%S_2=P 
% get E一3 F一3 I2_3 11—3 
S 一 2=P; 
E_3=m2v(S_2*A_2)•； 
F_2=m2v(C_l,*C 一 1),; 
F_3=m2v(C_r*C_2)'+m2v(C_2'*C_l)'; 
W2_l l=m2v(S_2*Bl_l l ) ' ; 
W2_J 2=m2v(S_2*B 1_12)'; 
Y l _ l l = B _ i r * S _ 2 ' ; 
Y1_12=B_12'*S_2'; 
Il_3=m2v(W2_l r*Yl_l iy+m2v(W2_12'*Yl_12)'; 
W 2 _ 2 丨=m2v(S_2*B 1 _21)•； 
Yl—21=B_2r*S_2,; 
I2_3=m2v(W2_21 1 )*Y1_21 )’； 
% step 5 
% get M_3 N_3 V_3 U_3 M_2 N_2 





fo r i l = l:2 
for i2=l:2 








f o r j l = l:2 
fo r j2=l :2 














for i 1 = 1:2 
for i2=l:2 
for i3=l :2 
if i2>i3l i l>i2 
. 1 =1； 
else 
1 = 1 + 1 ; 
FM2_3=(i 1 -1 )*2 八 2+(i2-1 )*2+i3; 
M_3(1,FM2_3)=1; 
h=[n i2 i3]; 
f o r j l = l : 3 
for j2=l :3 
for j3=l :3 
i f j l ~ = j 2 & j l ~ = j 3 & j2~=j3 
k=k+l; 











V 一 3=-(E一 3+( F_3-2* I 2 一 3)/2+ I l 一 3/gamma 八 2)*N 一 3 ; 
U_3=M_3*(kron((H_px+H_pp*P),eye(4))+kron(kron(eye(2),(H_px+H_pp*P)),eye(2)) 
+k r o n(eye(4),(H_px+H_pp*P)))*N_3; 
% step 6 
% get P一3 and then S_3 
P一 3=V 一 3*U一 3 八(-1); 
P M_3=P_3*M_3; 
for i= l:2 
P P( i,:)=P M_3(( i- l)*4+ l: i*4); 
Pl_3( i,:)=PP(i,:); 
end 
for i= l:4 
P P P( i,:)=P M_3(( i- l)*2+ l: i*2); 
end 
for j = 1:2 
for k = l : 2 
P 2_ 3 a,(k- l)*2+ l:k*2)=P P P((k- l)*2+ j,:); 
end 
end 
for i = l : 8 
P P P P( i)=PM_3( i); 
end 
for j=1:2 
for k = l : 4 
P 3_ 3 a,k)= P P P P((k- l)*2+ j); 
end 
end 
S_3=(P 3_3+ P 1_3+ P 2_3)'; 
% step 7 
% for n=3 
% from S_n to get E/F/Z/I1/I2/G1/G2一n+1 
E_4=m2v(S_2*A_3)'+m2v(S_3*A_2)'; 




W 3 _ l l = m 2 v ( S _ 2 * B 2 _ l i y + m 2 v ( S _ 3 * B l _ l i y ； 
W3_12=m2v(S_2*B 2_12)'+m2v(S_3*B l_12)'; 
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Il_4=m2v(W2_ll '*Y2_ll) '+m2v(W3_ll '*Yl_ll) '+m2v(W2_12'*Y2_12)' 
+m2v(W3_12'*Yl_12y； 
Y2_21=B_21'*S_3'; 
W3_21 =m2v(S_2*B2_21 )'+m2v(S_3*B 1 一21),; 
I2_4=m2v(W2_21'*R_2^-l)*Y2_21)'+m2v(W3_21'*R_2^(-l)*Yl_21)'; 
Gl_4=m2v(W2_ll '*W2_ll) '+m2v(W2_12'*W2_12)'; 
G2_4=m2v(W2_21 1)*W2_21 )’； 













FM2 一4 = ( i 1 - l)*2^3+(i2-1 )*2八2+(13-1 )*2+i4; 
M_4(1,FM2_4)=1; 
h=[il i2 i3 i4]; 
for j l = l:4 
fo r j2= l :4 
fo r j3= l :4 
for j4=l:4 
if j l~=j2 & j l ~ = p & j l~=j4 & j2~=j3 & j2~=j4 
&j3~=j4 
k=k+l; 

















% getP_n+l • 
P_4=V一4*U_4 八(-1); 









f o r j = l : 2 
for k=l:2 




TTTT(i,:)=PM_4((i-1 )*2+1 :i*2); 
end 
for j= 1:2 
for k=l:4 






for j= l :2 





% get the controllers 
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u_l=-R—2 八(-1)*B 一 2'*P; 
u_2=-R_2^-l)*(B_2'*S_3'+m2v(Bl_2r*P)')*NL2; 
u_3=-R_2^(-l)*(B_2'*S_4'+m2v(Bl_2r*S_3')'+m2v(B2_2r*P)')*N_3; 
% save the parameters which will be used in the rest programs 
save(•U^'u_l^•u_2^'u_3^•aO^•al^'a2^W；bl^'b2^•cO^•cl^W；delta^W；rho^•g^•S^'M•); 
% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Main Program to simulate the closed-loop system 
%% File name: main_sys.m 
close all 
clear all 
global u_l ii_2 u_3 





% ode to calculate the states 
[tctrl 1，xctrl 1 ]=ode45('WD 1 ',tspan,xO); 
[tctrl2,xctrl2]=ode45('WD2',tspan,xO); 
[tctrl3,xctii3]=ode45('WD3',tspan,xO); 
% calculate the controller and output from the states 
[i,j]=size(tctrH); 
for j=l : i 
ul=u_l*[xctrllG,l);xctrll(j ,2)]; 
uctrll(j,:)=ul; 
h l(j,:)=(aO+a 1 *(VO+xctrl l(j,l ))+a2*(V0+xctrl l(j,l ))^2)*(xctrl l(j,2)+clelta)/m 
-b0*rho*S*(xctrll(j,l)+V0r2*xctrll(j,2)/(2*m) 





ii2=ii_2*[xctrl2(j, 1 )^2;xctrl20,1 )*xctrl2(j,2);xctii2(j,2)^2]; 
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uctrl2(:,j)=ul+u2; 





for j=l : i 
ul=u_l*[xctrl3G,l) ；xctrl3(j，2)]； 












i f k l > h l ( k , l ) 
k l = k l ; 



















% plot the figures 
9 6 
figure(l) 
plot(tctrll, xctrU(:，l)，'b:',tctrl2, xctrl2(:,l), 'r-',tctrl3, xctrl3(:,l), ’g-.,); 




plot(tctrll, xctrll(:,2), 'b:',tctrl2, xctrl2(:,2), .r-,，tctrl3，xctrl3(:,2), ’g-.'); 




plot(tctrl 1, uctrl 1, 'b:',tctrl2, uctrl2, 'r-',tctrl3, uctrB, ’g-.'); 




plot(tctrll,hl, 'b: ' , tctrl2, h2, 'r-',tctrl3, h3, 'g-.'); 




plot(xctrll(:,l), xctrll(:,2), 'b:',xctrl2(:,l), xctrl2(:,2), •r-',xctii3(:,l), xctii3(:,2), ,g-.,); 
title(['Dotted: linear controller, Solid: 2nd order controller, Dashdot: 3rd order controller •]); 
xlabelCxr); 
ylabel('x2')； 
% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% ODE Program 1 
%% File name: WDl.m 
function xdot=System(t,x) 
% system with 1st order controller 
global u_l u—2 u_3 
% load parameters 
9 7 
loadCU'); 




w 1 =-wx0*2*pi/T0*cos(40*pi*t/T0); 
w2=-wh0*2*pi/T0*sin(40*pi*t/T0); 
w=13*[wl;w2]; 
% design of controller 
u l = u _ l * _ ; x � ] ; 
u=ul ; 
% system 




-((aO+a 1 *V0+a2*V0^2)*delta+0.5*c0*rho*S*V0^2-m*g)/(m*V0); 
t 
xdot=xdot(:); 
% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%7o%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% ODE Program 2 
%% File name: WD2.m 
function xdot=System(t,x) 
% system with 2nd order controller 
global ii_l ii_2 ii_3 
% load parameters 
load('U')； 





w 1 =-wx0*2*pi/T0*cos(40*pi*t/T0); 
w2=-wh0*2*pi/T0*sin(40*pi*t/T0); 
w=13*[wl;w2]; 
% design of controller 
ul=u_l*[x(l);x(2)]; 
u2=u_2*[x( 1 r2;x(l)*x(2);x(2)^2]; 
u=(ul+u2); 
%system 
xdot( 1 )=aO/m+a 1 *(VO+x( 1 ))/m+a2*(V0+x( 1 ))^2/m-(b0+b 1 *u)*rho*S*(V0+x(l))/^2/(2*m) 
-g*x(2)-[l x(2)]*w-(a0+al*V0+a2*V0^2-0.5*b0*rho*S*V0^2)/m; 
xdot(2)=(a0/(m*(V0+x( 1 )))+al/m+a2*(V0+x(l))/m)*(u+delta) 




% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% ODE Program 3 
%% File name: WD3.m 
function xdot=System(t,x) 
% system with 3st order controller 
global u_l u_2 u_3 
% load parameters 
load('U'); 








% design of controller 
u l = u j * [ x ( l ) ; x � ] ; 











% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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Programs for disturbance attenuation of discretized RTAC system 
%% Program to calculate the coefficients 
%% File name: main—3ord.m 
clear all 
close all 
% discrete-time system 
% x_(k+1 )=A(x_k)+B(x_k)u_k+E(x_k)w_k 
% z_k=C(x_k)+D(x_k)u_k+F(x_k)w_k 
% step 1 
% get A A一2 ... A_n from A(x); 
% get B B_2 ... B_n from B(x); 
% get E E_2 ... E_n from E(x); 
% get C C_2 ... C_n from C(x); 
% get D D_2 ... D_n from D(x); 
% get F F一2 ... F_n from F(x); 
h=0.01; 
A=h*[0 1 0 0 ; 
-25/24 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 1; 
5/24 0 0 0]+eye(4); 
B=h*[0 -5/24 0 25/24]'; 
E=h*[0 25/24 0 -5/24]•； 



























g a m m a : 10; 
n=4; 
% step 2 
% g e t P U _ l W _ l R 
PB 二 [B E]; 
S = [ C * D C * F ] ; 













f o r i l = l:4 
for i2=l:4 
i f i l> i2 
1=1； 
else 




f o r j l = l:2 
fo r j2= l :2 
















f o r i l = l:4 
for i2=l:4 
for i3=l :4 




FM4_3=(i 1 -1 )*4^2+(i2-1 )*4+i3 ； 
M_3(1,FM4_3)=1; 
h=[il i2 i3]; 
f o r j l = l:3 
fo r j2= l :3 
fo r j3=l :3 
i f j l ~ = j 2 & j l ~ = j 3 & j 2 � = j 3 
k=k+l; 
FN4_3(k) 











% get M_4 N_4 













M_ 4(l,FM4_ 4)=1; 








% tep 3 






phi_ l =B*U_ l *M_ l +E*W _ ] *M_ l +A; 
P i_ l =D*U_ l *M_ l+F*W _1 *M_ l+C; 
RI=-R"( -1)· 
Gamma_ 00= 1 ; 
for j4=1:4 
end 





FN4_ 4(k)=(hU 1)-1)*4"3+(hU2)-l)*4"2 
+(hU3)-1)*4+hU4); 
N_ 4(FN4_ 4(k) ,1)=1; 
Gamma一 ll=phi—1; 
Gamma_22=kron(phi_ 1，phi_ 1)； 
B2_3=kron(kron(Gamma_00’B)’Gamma_22)+kron(krcm(Gamma一ll’B)，Gamma一11) 
+kron( kron(Gamma—22,B)，Gamma—00); 
E2_3=kron(kron(Gamma_00,E),Gamma_22)+kron(kron(Gamma_l 1 ,E)，Gamma_l 1) 
+kron(kron(Gamma_22,E),Gamma_00); 





Ew_2=E_l *kron(eye(n),W_l *M_1); 
Du_2=D_l*kron(eye(n),U_l*M_l); 






H_3=-m2v( [P*phi 一 1 ；psi— 1 ；-gamma^2*W_ 1]'*[(B *etau_2+E*etaw_2)*M_2+A_2+Bu_2 
+Ew_2;(D*etau_2+F*etaw_2)*M_2+C_2+Du_2+Fw_2;etaw_2*M_2])'*N_3; 
% get P一3 
P_3=H_3*L—3 八(-1); 
% step 4 
% get U_2 and W_2 
U_2=P_3 * X ill—2+etau—2; 
W_:2=P-3 * X i w_2+etaw_2 ； 
% step 5 
% get L_4, H_4 and P一4 
phi_2=B*U_2*M_2+E*W_2*M_2+(A_2+Bu_2+Ew_2); 
psi_2=D*U_2*M_2+F*W_2*M_2+(C_2+Du_2+Fw_2); 
Gamma 一 33=kron(kron(phi 一 1，phi— 1 ),phi_ 1); 
Gamma_43=kron(kron(phi_2,phi_l),phi_l)+kron(kron(phi_l,phi_2),phi_l) 
+kron(kron(phi_l ,phi_l ),phi_2); 
B3_4=kron(kron(Gamma_003),Gamma_33)+kron(kron(Gamma_113),Gamma_22) 
+kron( kron(Gamma_22,B),Gami-na_l 1 )+kron(kron(Gamma_33,B),Gamma_00); 
E3_4=kron(kron(Gamma_00,E),GamiTia_33)+kron(kron(Gamma_ 11 ’ E)’Gamma_22) 
+kron(kron(Gamma_22,E),Gami-na_l l)+kron(kron(Gamma_33,E),Gamma—00); 







Gamma 一 1 O=zeros( 1，4)； 
Gamma_21 =phi_2; 
B3_3=kron(kron(Gamma_003),Gamma_32)+kron(kron(Gamma_10,B),Gamrna_22) 





+kron(kron(Gamma_ 11 ,E),Gamma_21 )+kron(kron(Gamma_21 ,E),Gamma_l 1) 
+kron(kron(Gamma 一 32，E)’Gamma_00)+kron(kron(Gamma一 22，E),Gamma—10) 

















P 一 4 = H _ 4 * L _ 4 八(-1); 
% step 6 
% get U_3 and W_3; 
U_3=P_4*xiu_3+etau_3； 
W_3=P_4*xiw_3+etaw_3； 
% get S一4 
PM_4=P_4*M_4; 
















for j= l :4 
fork=l:16 
P3 一 4 ( j ， ( k - l ) * 4 + l : k * 4 ) = T T T T ( ( k - l ) * 4 + j ’ : ) ； 
end 
end 
for i= 1:256 
TTTTT(i)=PM_4(i); 
end 
for j= 1:4 
for k=l :64 
P4_4(j ,k)=TTTTT((k-1) *4+j); 
end 
end 
S_4=(P4_4+P 1-4+P2 一 4 + P 3 一4)•； 
% get the coefficients of controller 
Bb=kron(B,eye(16))+kron(kron(eye(4),B),eye(4))+kron(eye(16),B)； 
Eb=kron(E，eye( 16))+kron(kron(eye(4),E),eye(4))+kron(eye( 16)，E); 
Bt=B'*P'*B_2+B'*S_4'*Bb*kron(phi_l,phi_l)+B'*P*B_2; 
Et=B'*F*E_2+B'*S_4'*Eb*kron(phi_l,phi_l)+E'*P*B_2; 
% save data which will be used in the rest file 
saveCdata';U_r,'U_3','W_3','W_r;P','Et';Bt','N_2';C';D')； 
% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Main Program to simulate the closed-loop discrete-time system 
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%% File name: main_sn2.m 
close all 
clear all 
% 广 order h infinite controller vs order h infinite controller in discrete RTAC system 









A=h*[0 1 0 0; 
-25/24 0 0 0; 
0 0 0 1; 
5/24 0 0 0]+eye(4); 
B=h*[0 -5/24 0 25/24]'; 




% system simulation with linear h infinite controller 
while i < 5000， 
i=i+1 ； 
xlh(l,i)=h*xlh(2,i-l)+xlh(l,i-l); 
xlh(2,i)=h*((-xlh( 1，i-1 )+vpsl*xlh(4,i-1 )^2*sin(xlh(3,i-1)))/(1 -vpsl^2*cos(xlh(3,i-1))八 2) 
+ulh(i-1 )*(-vpsl*cos(xlh(3,i-1))/(1 -vpsl^2*cos(xlh(3,i-1 ))八2)) 
+wlh(i-1)*(1/(1 -vpsl^2*cos(xlh(3,i-1 ))A2)))+xlh(2’i-1)； 
xlh(3,i)=h*xlh(4,i-l)+xlh(3,i-l); 
xlh(4，i)=h*((vpsl*cos(xlh(3，i-l))*(xlh(l，i-l)-vpsl*xlh(4’i-l)A2*sin01h(3’i-l))))/(l 
-vpsl^2*cos(xlh(3,i-1 ))^2)+ulh(i-1)*(1/(1 -vpsl^2*cos(xlh(3,i-1))八 2)) 











% system simulation with order controller 
while i < 5000, 
i=i+l; 







-vpsl*xnh(4,i-1 )^2*sin(xnh(3,i-1))))/(1 -vpsl'^2*cos(xnh(3,i-1)广 2) 




f o r i l = l : 4 
for i2=l:4 









f o r i l = l:4 
for i2=l:4 
for i3=l:4 

















% plot the figures 
f igure(l) 
plot(tnh*0.01，xnh( 1，:)，•r-',tlh*0.01 ,xlh( 1 ,:),'b:')； 
% legend(Target Angular Velocity','Practical Angular Velocity'); 





% legend(Target Angular Velocity',Practical Angular Velocity')； 




plot(xnh(l,:), xnh(2,:), ,r-,，xlh(l,:), xlh(2,:), ,b:,); 




plot(xnh(3,:), xnh(4,:), ,r-,，xlh(3’:)’ xlh(4’:)’ 'b:'); 
title(['Solid: nonlinear controller, Dotted: linear controller']); 
xlabel('x3'); 
ylabel('x4'); 
% end of the program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
110 
Some useful Subprograms 
%% Program to expend a matrix to a vector, function row() 
%% File name: m2v.m 
function col = m2v(M) 
[mm,qq] 二 size(M); 
rgamma=zeros(mm*qq, 1)； 
for j=l :qq 




% end of program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Program to convert a vector to a matrix, 
%% File name: v2m.m 
function mat = v2m(V,m,q) 
mat=zeros(m,q); 
for j=l :q; 
mat(l:m,j) = V((j- l )*m+l:j*m); 
end; 
return 
% end of program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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